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PUBLIC SERVICE ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

Received from the Legislative Council,
and, on motion by the PREMIzi&, read a
first time.

ADJOURNMJENT.

The House adjourned at 10-58 o'clock,
until the next day.
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THE& SPEAKER took the Chair at
4130 o'clock, p.m.

PRAY ERS.

PAPERS PRESENTED.
By the CoLouNIL SECRETARY : Report

of the Board of Management of the
Perth Public Hospital for 1901-02.

Ordered: To lie on the table.

QUESTION-BILLS PROMISED, ELEC-
TORAL AND REDISTRIBUTION.

IM r. ILLINGWORTH gave notice of
the following question to the Premier:-
Is it the intention of the Government to
bring in a Redistribution of Seats Bill
and. an amending Electoral Bill in time to
be dealt with during the present session?

Tns PREM1IER:- I can answer now,
"yes" to bothi questions. The Bills are

be~intg prepared now.

QUESTION-WILLIA.M STREET
BAtIDGE.

MuF..1ORAN asked. the Minister for
Works: i, When the plans of the pro-
posed William. Strevt bridge will be
completed. z, Whether tenders will be
called for the, work immediately on com-
pletion of the plans. 3, 'Whether it is
the intention of tite Government to push
on vigorously with this work until it is
COmpleted. 4, If it he their intention to
do so, what in their opinion will be the
date of the conclusion of the work.

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS
replied: iand 2, 1 he depal-tmnent expects
to call for tenders within 10 days. 3,
Yes. 4, Within 10 months, it is hoped.

RETURN-HARBOUR DUES,
FREMANTLE.

On motion by Mr. MONGER (York),
iordered: That the follwinig returni be
laid on the table:- i. The amount of
wharfage paid in respect of inward and
outward cargoe-s at the Port of Fremnantle
on-o, Mail steamers. b, Cargo steamers.
c, Sailra. d, Interstate steamers. z. The

*amount of Port dues paid by--a, Mail
steamers. b, Cargo steamers. c, Sailers.
d,. Interstate steamers. Above informa-

*tion to be inclusive from 1st July, 1901,
to 30th June, 1902.

LETURN-LOCOMOTIVES, COST OF
RUNNIING.

*On motion. by MRt. J. REsIEDE (Han-
uans), ordered: '[at a retun showing
the cost per train mile of the Locomotive

I Department in this State, also the cost
per train mile of Locomotive Depart-
mnents in the other Australian States, be

Ilaid on the table of the House.

PAPERS-RAILWAY AXLE-BOX.

On motion by Mit. RE~SID, ordered:
That all papers and correspondence deal-
ing with Giles's patent axle-box, also

thewin No. 156, 1be laid on the table of

PAPERS--PENSION TO MRt. G. BERRY.
On motion by M1u. J.1L. YANSON (Mu11r-

ch ison), orderel:I That there be la id upon
the table of the Rouse all the papers
relating to the granting of a pension to
Mr. George ferry, formierly clerk to the
hon. the Colonia Treasurer.

Question, etc.
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MOTION-STATE GOVERNOR, HOW TO
BE APPOINTED.

MR. J. L,. NANSON (Murchison)
moved,

That, in the opinion of this House, it is
desirable that the Government should make
representations in the proper quarter with a
view to having the successor to His Excellency
the Governor chosen from within the State.

He said: Hon. members will notice that
this motion is not worded in such a way
as to affirm that the Governor of this
State should, in any* and every cir-
cumstance., be selected locally. It affirms
merely that in filling up the vacancy
which has been caused by the retirement
of Sir Arthur Lawley, regard should be
had to local considerations ; that repre-
senttions should be made to the Colonial
Office of the Imperial Government with
a view to having the gentleman who is
appointed to the position selected from
those living in Western Australia. And
the object I bh in view, when making
the motion relate strictly to the one
appointment, was that a change of some
importance in the method (if appointing
Governors should, in the first instance,
he introduced in a merely experimental
form. Supposing the motion to be
carried and the recommendation accepted,
if the new method of appointing a,
Governor locally should be found to
answer, thin when that gentleman's
term of office expires it would be open to
the Parliament of that day to make any
farther recommendations it may think
proper. For my own part, I should be
sorry to see us wedded to any absolutely
rigid system of appointing the Governor
of this State, either within the State
or within a limited circle in England.
I look forward to the time when it will
be possible to appoint the Governors of
the A ustralian States from the widest
area within the whole of the Empire;
and I think that if this motion be
carried it will be the first step towards
securing the appointment of gentlemen,
not from a limited class in England, but
from a class limited only by the bounds
of the Empire itself. It. has been pointed
out in the discussion which has already
taken place in the newspapers and else-
where regarding the appointment of
Governors, that if the selection be made
locally- , there will be a difficulty in finding
anyone to fill the position. It has been

stated that if we are to have a suitable
Governor here, we must have one who is
perfectly free from all political and social
influences. And it has been pointed out,
also, that if we are to obtain a Governor
free from these influences, it is absolutely
necessary that the appointment should
be made from outside the State. Well,
it appears to me, and I think it will
appear to other members, that if this be
a valid argument in respect to the
appointment of a Governor, it is even
more valid in regard to the appointments
to the Supreme Court Bench of this State.
Because there can be no doubt that the
matters which come before a Judge of
the Supreme Court are even more
important in many respects, to the indi-
vidual and the community, than are the
matters that come before a Governor,
limited as the functions of a Governor
are to certain wvell-defined constitutional
rules. And if it be really necessary that
in appointing a Governor we should have
a gentleman who is an absolute stranger
to all our political and social ideas, then
we might suppose the same rule would
hold good with regard to the Bench:
and we might expect that the appointing
of local lawyers to the Supreme Court
Bench would not have good results, and
that it would be found necessary to go
outside the State. But if we take, not
Western Australia merely, but every State
in the Commonwealth, we shall find that
the system of appointing Judges from the
lcal Bar has answered admirably; and

no one would at this day suggest that in
making those high and important appoint-
ments we should go outside an individual
State, or outside Australia, and should
import our Supreme Court Judges from
England. And I contend that in the
same way it is equally reasonable to
suppose that, not always perhaps, but as
a general rule, persons can be found
within the State or within the Common-
wealth who are perfectly capable of filling
the office of State Governor. The motion
has had placed upon it in the newspapers,
or in a portion of the Press, a construc-
tion which I submit it is not really
capable of' bearing. It has been con-
tended that if the Governors are to be
appointed locally, it will follow as a
necessary corollary that those Governors
must be elected by a popular vote. It
has been contended that if we get so far
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as app)ointing. Governors from within the
State, we shall never permit the choice to
be made by a Secretary of State 12,000
miles sway who, it is said, would be
perfectly ignorant of our domestic
relations$, and might give us some-
body wholly unsuitable and unpopular.
But if that is an argument that has any
weight in regard to the appointment of a
gentleman living within the State to the
office of Governor it is an argument that
applies equally to the appoitment of a
gentleman as Governor living outside the
State. Because to a gentleman who
lives such a long way off as the Secre-
tary of State does and who is not
intimately acquainted with the local con-
ditions, there are always channels open
to him to obtain advice in regard to
gentlemen suitable to the position. I
should like to say in passing, if we look
baclk- on the choice of the Colonial Office
in appointing Governors in the past, that
choice has on the whole been a wise one.
This motion is not brought forward with
any idea of condemning the past action
of the Colonial Office or the Imperial
Government as to the appointment of
Governors, but with a view of affirming
that the very highest positions in the
State should be open to Western Aus-
tralians if suitable persons can he found
to fill those positions. I do not wish in
any way to condemii previous appoint-
mnents; on the contrary, I am of opinion
that the Colonial Office, in making
appointments in the past, has scar;ely
without exception appointed a gentleman
to the position who has not admirably
carried out his duties. One reason why
the appointments on the whole have been
suceessful is that in making them the
Colonial Office had been guided to some
extent by persons in Australia. in a
position and capable to advise the
Colonial Office, as to gentlemen capable to
fulfil the high office of His Majesty's
representative in the Stat e. If in the past
it has been possible for the Colonial
Office to obtain advice of this description,
it will be equally possible if the Governor
is appointed from within the State. The
Governor General, f or instance, has
means himself of privately, if he wishes
to do so, obtaining information and of
confidentially advising the Colonial Office,
and there are persons even in this State
whose word would carry weight if confi-

dential recommendations were asked for.
There arc channels of information which
always will he available to the Colonial
Office if they wish to make use of those
channels. It has been pointed out that
if you aplpoint the State Governors from
persons living in Western Australia, the
ultimate result must be thbat the Gov-
ernor will be appointed by a system
of popular election. One would have
thought, if that were a necessary corol-
lary, we should have found in the Domin-
ion of Canada that the Lieutenarit-Gov-
ernors wo uld be appoinut ed by that sysf em
of election. It is now a good many-years
-in fact T believe the inauguration of
the Federation of Canada is upwards of
a quarter of a, century ago-since the
State Governors have been appointed
from local residents, that is from among
the Canadians themselves; yet we do
not find, so far as I am aware, that there
is any movement in Canada, or any
movement that attracts a considerable
amount of attention, for appointing the
Lieutenant-Governors by any system of
popular election, it is true there is a
difference as to the appointment of Lieu-
tenant-Governors in Canada from the
appointment of Lieu tenant- Governors in
Australia. In the Australian States the
Lieutenant-Governors: hold their commis-
sion directly from the Sovereign; in
Canada they h old their cornmission from
the Governor General, and are not directl~y
appointed by the Sovereign. The status
in Australia, it is right therefore to point
out, is a higher status thau in the
Canadian provinces; hut whatever the
status may be, there can be no question
that their powers are practically identical;
that is to say, the Lieutenant- Governors
in Canada are governed by the same
constitutional rules that guide the Gov-
ernors in Australia. While they appoint
Ministe a, for inslance, they are coml-
pelled by constitutional usage only
to appoint Ministers who command
the support of a majority in the
provincial rarliaiment; and to all in-
tents and purposes, if members comn-
patre the relative powers in Canada
aud the Australian States, they will
see that as far as we are a community,
these powers are identical. Then we
have been told, if Australians are given
the privilege of having their Statp Gov-
ernors9 appointed from among themselves,

State Governar:
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we would run the risk of having Gover-
nors taken from the ranks of importunate
supporters, troublesome enemies, or des-
picable hangers-on of Governments whom
it is convenient to get rid of. A con-
tention of that kind does not speak well
for those who hold these opinions. We
do not find in Canada the system of
appointing local men to the position of
Lieutenant - Governor has led to the
appointment either of what is called
despicable bangers-on or out-of-elbows
politicians, or inconvenient opponents of
Government. We find Canadians of the
highest distinction and character and of
the greatest repute have been appointed
to fulfil those honourable positions of
Lieutenant - Governor of the Canadian
provinces. In support of that assertion,
I need not do inure than point to the
gentlemen who at the present time hold
the position of Lieutenant-Governor in
two of the most important, Oanadiana ro-
vinces. In the province of Ontario,
where there are upwvards of 2,000,000
persons, they have an eminent person as
Lieutenant-Governor. The name of that
Lieu tenant-Governor is Alfred Mowat,
who is a G.TtMG,, a Privy Councillor,
and has two honorary university degrees
of doctor, one being L~L.l). from one
university, and D.CL. from another. No
one in this House will question that Sir
Alfred Mowat is well fitted to fill the
position of a State Governor in Canada.
And if we take the ease (If another r--
vince, the province of Quebec, which has
a population of about 1,000,000 lpeople,
we find there also a Canadian with an
almost equally distinguished career has
been chosen to fill the position, Lewis
A. JettA, who is a K.C.M.G., and holds
an honorary degree of doctor. It has
never been suggested, as far as I amn
aware, that Canada has not been able
to find men distinguished within the Con-
federation, and well adapted to fill the
position of Governor. We have had in
Canada upwards of a quarter of a century
of the system, and it is with the example
of Oanada, a British community like our
own, before us that I am not asking this
House too much to affirm that the experi-
ment should be made in this State of
appointing the Governor from persons
living within Western Australia, or even
Australia if necessary. En dealing with
this question it is perhaps well we should

inquire for a, moment into the methods
of selection employed in choosing a Gov-
ernor. At various stages in the history
of Australia the Colonial Office has
employed different methods in choos-
ink mgte Governors to preside over
the destinies of the various colonies.
In the days before responsible govern-
inent, the practice was to employ a
retired military or naval officer. In the
early days of responsible government,
the practice was to appoint gentlemen
who were knnwn as professional Gover-
nors; that is, gentlemen like the late Sir
William. Robinson, who, entering the
Colonial Office at an early age, worked
their way up from posts of minor import-
ance to positions of the very highest
importance in the colonial service; and I
suppose that if there is one system of
appointing Governors which has been
more successful than another it is the
system of appointing professional Gover-
nors, who brought a life-long training to
their task and in nine eases out of ten
filled their positions admirably. But con-
ditions have changed somewhiat since pro-
fessional Governors were first appointed,
and it has for a, good many years past
been recognised that the duties of the
office of Governor in a self-governing
colony are no longer so arduous as to
call for the services of a gentleman who
has devoted practically the whole of his
life to a training in the Colonial Office.
Within later years, especially within the
yea rs immediately preceding the adoption
of federation in Australia, it has been the
practice to appoint to the position of
Governor, at any rate in the Eastern
States, for the most part gentlemen who
brought the power of wealth to their
position, gentlemen who probably would
not have been appointed as a rule-in
some cases certainly not-if they had
not been very wealthy; gentlemen cer-
tainly estimable in their walk of life,
gentlemen of high character, and in
many cases of marked ability. Never-
theless, I submit those Governors were
appointed mainly because they possessed
great wealth, and because it was thought
that they would prove more acceptable
to Australian communities by reason
of their possessing large spending power
and being enabled to lavish hospitality
from Government House. and thus in-
creasing the prestige and importance of
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their position. It was, 1 presume, to
carry that idea to still farther lengths
that when Lord Hopetoun. was appointed
to the position of Governor-General pro-
vision was made to allow him to entertain
lavishly. However, as soon as the. Comn-
monwealth Parliament became seised of
the fact that to maintain the establish-
ment of Governor-General would require
a large parliamentary grant, that body
immediately put its foot down, with the
approval, I believe, of the great majority
of the Australian people, and declared
that a simpler establishment would suffice
for the Commonwealth in a democratic
country like Australia. Now, if a Simpler
establishment than that originally con-
temnplated is all that the Commonwealth
needs, I contend that in the individual
States we may well make shift with an
esta~blishment somewhat simpler than we
have enjoyed in reciint years. Latter-ly it
has been thought necessary, in order to
secure Governors capable of filling the
position, to import gentlemen possessing
private means, who might augment the
expenditure of the official position from
those private means, and would not be
compelled to rely exclusively on emolu-
ments of the office. I take it, how-
ever, that in a self-governing colony the
most necessary attributes of a Governor
are some knowledge of constitutional
usakges, a certain degree of tact in
dealing with social and. political ques-
tions, a certain faculty of judgment, but
above all and heyond all1 the posses-
sion of high repute and high character in
the community. In a word, the holder
of the office of Governor Should be a
gentleman possessing eminent public
virtues. I do not think anyone will sug-
gest that even in a small cornmunity
such as that of Western Australia we
have not at least three or four gentlemen
admirably fitted to fill the position of
Governor of this State.

M.R. HOP-KI11s: Oh, we have any
n umber.

MR. NANSON: I do not suggest that
we have a. large number of gentlemen
fitted for the position, because I should
be sorry" to have it thought that in sub-
mnitting this motion I was urging the
Premier to use any patronage ho might
ultimately have to bestow in connection
with the appointment of State Governors
in disposing of either importunate sup-

porters or of even more importunate
opponents.

MR. Honrs: The latter would. be the
more likely.

MR. NANSON: I hope that if, as
I believe, we shall occasionally have
Governors appointed from within the
State, they will not be appointed from
the ranks of those who happen to be in
active politics, using the word "politics"
in the party sense. If an aitment
should ever bemd rmthis House or
from another place, I hope it will be
made from amiong those members who
have for a long series of years been
absolutely divorced from party politics,
who have spent many years in the service
of their country, who have a high and hoe-
ourable record, who are in the enjoyment
of unequalled and unsurpassed experience
in regard to constitutional usages. If we
can find either in this House or in another
place a gentleman possessed of those
qualifications, then I submit it would be
a high co mpliment not only to that gentle-
man but also to the State of Western
Australia that he should, before closing
his long and hionourable career in the
public; service of this country, be allowed,
so to pealc, to puit the keystone to the
arch of that career by becom in g G overnor
of W estern A ustraia before fi nally taking
his leave of public life. What I 'have
said, however, in regard to one or two
members of either House of Parliament
applies equally to get' tlemen filling 'high
public positions outside Parliament. I
know that it is a difficult matter to refer,
in connection with such a subject as this,
to the particular persons to whom the
appointment should be given. Undoubt-
edly, explicit reference of this nature
would be extremely difficulti moreover,
well-recognised rules forbid my making
such reference. I am sure, however, that
hon. members will fully understand my
meaning when I say that this community
holds some three or four gentlemen with
a splendid record of public set-vice who,
before they retire permanently from pub-
lic life, might well be paid the high com-
pliment of being allowed to fulfil for one
term the office of State Governor.

Mn. FOULKSn: Would you put all
three men on at the samie time?

Ms&. NANSON:- It would not be pos-
sible to appoint all three gentlemen at th e
same time, ks the member for Claremont

State Govemor.
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appears to suggest. I mentioned that
there are three or four gentlemen suitable,
in order to show that the area of selection
is not so limited as some would have us
suppose; to show that it is not merely a
case of either taking one gentleman or
else not appointing a Governor fromn
within the State, bat that we have at
least three or four, and possibly half-a-
dozen, from whom we might well choose,
and any one of whom would, I believe,
adorn the position if called on to fill it.

Mn. HASTIE:- Give Some names.
MR. NANSON: To mention names in

a debate of this kiind would be most
undesirable. The comamon sense of hon.
members will, I trust, supply the names.
I think I have sufficiently indicated that
aspect of the matter. I only hope that
if a State Governor be appointed from
within the State, the position will not be
given to anyone in active political life,
anyone who may be called ott again to
engage in political warfare. The appoint-
ment should, in my opinion, be given to
a man whose political career is practically
ended in Western Australia,, who has
earned the reward of the highest compli-
ment which can be paid him after a long
and noble c:ourse of office in this State.
It is possible, of course, that from time to
time no suitable candidate may be avail-
able in the State; and in those circum.-
stances the plea that an endeavour
should be made to secure a Governor
from within the Commonwealth would he
quite reasonable. Indeed, I go even
farther, and suggest the advisability, in
such circumstances, of securing a Gov-
ernor from the great self-governiug
dominion of Canada, or from South Africa,
or any other part of the British Empire,
so long as the man was suit able to the posi-
tion. Looking at the system of appointinig
Governors which obtains at the present
time, we cannot close our eyes to the fact
that our Governors are chosen from a
very limited class;i that they are chosen
from a class which, in the conventional
English phirase, is known as " the upper
ten thousand." If we* believe, as most of
us profess to believe, in the possibility of
a fuller measure of Imperial Federation
at some future time, we should, I contend,
be ready to do something to advance that
fuller measure of Imperial Federation if
in this State we tookc the first step towards
affirming the principle that the highest

positions within the gift of the Orown in
the self-governing colonies shall not be
confined merely to Englishmen, Irishmen,
or Scotchuien, but shall be open to every
British subject of British race-shall be
open equally to the Canadian, the Aus-
tralian, and the South African as to the
Englishman, Irishman, and Scotchman.

Mn. PouLtES: Your motion does not
affirm that.

MR. NANSON: My motion does not
go so far as that, I admit. It merely
affirms that in the present instance our
Governor should be chosen from within
the State. The motion represents, how-
ever, a first step towards the securing of
that wider area of choice. If we secure
that wider area in this State, then at a.
later stage we may succeed in establishing
the principle that for the highest offices,
even for the office of Governor General of
the Cominonwealthor Governor General of
the Dominion of Canada, a. distinguished
colonist, if available, may be selected;
that colonists shall have the same right
to fill such positions as English noble-
men drawn from what is after all
a very limited and narrow class-
narrow in regard to its ideas and its
political horizon. There is only one
othier point to which I desire to refer,
and that is tile aspect, of this question
from the financial point of view. Lu
Canada one result of selecting Governors
locally has; been to reduce materially the
expense of conducting the establishments
of Governors. Canada, like Australia,
has six State or Provincial Governors.
Those six Canadian Provincial Governors
receive salaries aggregating £10,400 a
year. in Australia the same number of
State Governors are paid salaries amount-
ing in the aggregate to £26,400 per year.
The total cost of the establishments of
Australian Governors in a normal year is
£2102,476, a. sum far in extcess of the
actual needs of the Australian com-
munities. I wish to contend, in par-
ticular,' that if in Canada it is possible to
obtain the services of six Governors for
an annual salary list of a little over
£10,000, there cana be no necessity -why in
Australia the same number of Governors
should involve a salary list of more than
double that amount, namely £226,400.
1 have no doubt that if the Australian
Parliaments took this matter into their
own bands by reducing the emoluments

[ASSN-AIBLY.] How to be Appointed.
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paid to the Governors, the question of
whether a State Governor should be
imported from England or be appointed
from within Australia would very soon
settle itseif, because, if you appoint
Governors on the same salaries in Aus-
tralia as the Lieutenrant-Governors are at
the present time being paid in Canada,
I venture to think you will have the
Colonial Office telling you that at thatI
rate of pay no Governors are forthcoming
from England, and therefore, in order to
procure Governors, we shall have to elect
them locally. The Colonial Office will
say, "Unless you are prepared to pay a
higher salary than X2,000 a year",-
which ismore than they pay in Canada,
where the salary goes down to £1,400 in
in some cases-" you must get them in
Australia."

THE PREMIER: YOU Want to get alocal
Governor, not to honour him, but to sweat
him.

ME. NANSON: The cost of living,
owing to various causes, nify he high in
Western Australia at the present time,
and I suppose that in fixing the wages of
a State Governor and the wages of a
mechanic, we must pay some attention to
the cost of living in the community ; but
we cart afford, I think, to make some
reduction in the salaries of our Governors,
even if we do not immediately make a
drop from £4,000 or £6,000 down to
£2,000 a year. It is found that when
the appointment of an actinig-Governor
is in commission, we get the Governor-
ship carried out at a much lower rate than
we do when we import a Governor from
England. It has been our experience
that an imported Governor is expensive,
and that a local Governor is inexpensive.
I remember that Sir Malcolm Fraser
filled the office with very great success for
12 months before Sir William Robinson
was appointed for his last term of office,
and the affairs were managed just as well
and gracefully, and the hospitality of
Government House was as fully dispensed
as when we had an imported Governor.
Perhaps the strongest argument against
the motion is the fadt that in Sir Arthur
Lawley we had a Governor who was uni-
versally and deservedly popular. It makes
it difficult to argue in favour of the
motion, when we find that the Governors
appointed have been gentlemen of the
very highest character and the highest

applicability; but what I argue is that
it is a slur upon this community, and
upon Australia as a whole, if it is con-
tended that we cannot find just as good
men, men just as well fitted for the
position, within our own ranks, that is
within the limits of Australia or Within
the limits of this State. It is for that
reason mainly I have brought forward
the motion fo~r discussion. I hardly hope
that a motion making such far-reachbing
changes will be carried immediately in
this House. If there are members who
have not yet quite decided how to vote on
this subject, I would point out, as I did

at the eining, that the motion does not
p~ledg thie House always and invariably
to appoint at Governor from within the
State, but it makes a suggestion that the

exe-nct shall he made with the next
Getrn If it is found not to answer,
I presume we shall then revert to the old
principle and appoint from a small class
in England. I hope we will widen the
principle and appoint, not merely from a
small class in England, hut look through-
out the Empire and try to set an example
in obtaining the m~ost distinguished
colonist to fill the highest position within
thle gift of the Crown in this State.

Mu. G. TAYLOR: I second thre
motion.

THE PREMIER (Hon. Walter James):
I have very few words to say in connec-
tion with this motion. It seems to me it
can be disposed of without lengthy
speeches. If I may say so without
disrespect, I think the motion itself is
inconsistent and inconclusive. If a change
is desired in the method of appointing
our Governers, it can be done, not by
resolutions or by any law which limits
the area of choice dealing with the
power resting in the hands of the Crown,
but it must be done by providing for a
new method of choice. If you are going
to reserve the power of nomination, it
must rest in one of two hands. Either
it must be in the hands of the Crown in
the old country, the Colonial Office it
appears, or in the hands of the Federal
Ministry, adopting the Canadian system.
If you are going to part from that
principle of nomination, you can have

Ionly one other principle, and that is the
principle of election. Is the suggestion
embodied in this motion a practical oneF
Already the Crown, in the exercise of the
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prerogative of the right of appointment,
can appoint any individual in the
Empire, from any part of the Empire.
A person in Perth could be appointed just
as well as a person in London, and there
are people of colonial birth who are now
holding Governorships in some of the
colonies.

MR. MORAN; What is the Canadian
law in the Constitution Act P Is it set
out that the Governors must be appointed
by the Federal Parliament?

Taw, PREMIER: Oh yes; by the
Government. If you allow, as is pro-
posed by this motion, the right of choice
to rest with the same authority, what
useful purpose is served by limniting the
area of choice? They now have the right
to choose from the whole of the Empire.
I~t is suggested by this motion that the
right of choice shall be limited to the
State of Western Australia., with a popu-
lation of 200,000. Do members think
that a motion like this, if adopted and
carried into effect, would give us better
men than we have to-dat? Do they
think, broadly speaking, they will find
men as good in a population of 200,000
as you could find in a population of, say.
50,000,000? 1 venture to think that
while you leave with the same authority
the power to nominate, the wider the
choice you give the better, because if
there are influences at work that cause
that choice to be exercised in a manner we
disapprove of. then it appears to me
those influences will be equally at work
whether you limit or whether you widen
the area of choice. It has not been sug-
gested that this choice has been exercised
improperly in the past. On the contrary,
we all must admnit, bearing in mind the
number of nominations that have been
made and the extent of the Empire, that
it is astonishing how very few mistakes
have been made. When we in Western
Australia come to look upon the number
of Governors we have had, we see that
the power of aopointment 'has been
exercised in a manner which reflects
infinite credit upon the person who
exercises it, and certainly does great
good to this State. I will ask members
therefore to look at the question in a
practical way. What good can come, if
you leave the power of choice to the same I
authority, by merely limiting the area
from which that choice is to be made?

Is it wise to limit the choice to Western
Australia? It is suggested that this
may be done by way of experiment. I
am quite certain the member for the
Mturchison (Mr. Nanson), when he gave
notice of this motion, did not mnean to
deal with it in that manner.

MR. NANSON: It was drafted on those
lines.

TanE PREMIER: Of experiment?
Mst. RNNv O: Only to wake it apply

to one appointment.
ThnE PREMIER: The suggestion was

to be treated entirely as an experiment.
I will deal with that presently. Sup-
posing we treat it as an experiment, do
members think we shall get an entirely
satisfactory man to be appointed lo cly
to take up the existing traditions at
0-overnmtnent House on a reduced salary ?
My piractical opinion. is that if you have a
change like this, the first two or three
individuals appoifited, however well they
deserve the appointment, will create a
certain amount of disappointment. It
wonld take some years before people got
accustomed to the change amd allowed
full credit to the occupant of the office.
No doubt the public, and members of
Parliament too, if a man were appointed
at .4~,000 or £1,600 a year, ought to bear
in mind the limitations imposed upon himi
by the small salary, but I very much
question whether we should. On the
contrary, I do not think we should; and
if we were to treat this as an experiment,
I should pity indeed the man called upon
to enter into this State to fill the position
of Governor as an experiment for a term
of three or five years. We have in our
midst men whom we all respect, for whose
services we have great and unreserved
admiration ; but after all Western Aus-
tralia is a. very small place, and as in
every' small place there is a great deal
of criticism hurled against individuals.
I cannot for the moment recall to mind
the name of one man whose appointment
would be received with unanimity through.
out the length and breadth of the State.
If you have the system of election, then
of course it rests with the electors, and
the man they elected would stand there
by virtue of his election. But if you are
going to leave the power of nomination
where it stands now, and to limit the
area of choice, would not people say at
once, "1By what authority is this parti-
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eular individual choseni" Would there
not be at least half a dozen who would
be qualified Yl My friend the member
for the Murchison admits there axe three
or four whom he recognises as being
qualified. I do not think I should be
wrong if I said there are twice three or
four. What would those persons who
had not been chosen think about, the
position of affairs ? Look at the friction
which would arise and which would sur-
round a man in all his domestic circles,
here in a small place like Perth. Then,
again, can a local mran, however much
we may respect him, and however
much he deserves respect, satisfactorily
occupy that position at Government
House? It may be wrong, but whenever
a Governor comes from the old country,
or wherever he may come from, to us, we
make the fullest possible allowance for
him. We say he is coming to the
unknown; and, as I say, we make every
possible allowance, the consequence being
that we place the most favourable con-
struction on all his actions and all his
words. I really believe that you may
have two men exactly the same in every
particular; one who has been living in
our midst for years, perhaps the whole of
his life, and the other coming to us from
the old country :the man f rom the old
country would be received here with that
favourable consideration which always
welcomes a new Governor, and would
therefore pass through his term~ of office
most likely with the utmost success, and
without any frictioni and ill-feeling;
whereas the other man would not receive
that favourable consideration, and would,
a~t the end of his term, have an entirely
dlifferent record to place before the people
who appointed hin. I would like to
remind members of the political aspect of
the question. One should be very care-
ful before suggesting such a change as is
involved in this motion. The Governor
of this State is like the Governor of a
sovereign State. The powers which have
been handed over to the Federal Parlia-
inent are very few indeed. We claim to
be, for all practical purposes, a sovereign
State.

Ma. MoRAN: We have lost the power
of taxation, which is surely a sovereign
power.

THE PREIIR: Throughout the
whole of the Commonwealth deliberations,

it has been insisted that we shall main-
tain not the Canadian but the United
States system; that we shall remain a
union of sovereign States who have handed
over to a central body certain limited
powers.

MR. NANsoN: Sovereign States do not,
as a rule, import their rulers.

THE PREMIER: Every sovereign
State in the British Empire does; and
we are still in the British Empire. When
the Federal Constitution was agreed to,
the people of Australia proceeded on the
principle that we were to remain a body

of sovereign States, leaving to the central
authoritygthose Powers which could be
more adequately and more justly exercised
by that authority.

Ma. STONE: You made an awful mess
of it.

Tan PREMIER: We refused to follow
the Canadian system, under which the
Provinces enjoy simply those rights which
flow from the central authority. The
bulk of the authority there rests in the
central body, and the provinces have
power to deal with certain defined matters
only, the residuie of sovereignty resting
with the Dominion Parliament. We
have insisted, throughout the whole of the
controversies and discussions on Federa-
tion, that the United States system shall
be established in Australia;i and we have
insisted on that so strongly that each
State reserves the right, by means of its
Governor, to approach the Throne direct.
And the Governor of this State oceupies,
not only theoretically but actually, the
same position towards us to-day as in the
past, except so far as concerns those matters

I which we have handed over to the Federal
Parliament. As regards the connection
between ourselves and the Empire, the
Governor remains what he was before
Federation was adopted. And if we are
to preserve our State autonomy, our duty
is in every possible way to dignify the
office of Governor; not to introduce an
element that might cause discord, and

i which I believe would cause discord-a
very great element of doubt; whereas it
is admitted the present system of nom-
iniation has on the whole worked satis-
factorily. Not only would the proposed
alteration affect our standing as a separate
State, but it would have a serious effect
in the old country, where it would be
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considered that here we thought ourselves
so self-sufficient that nut only could we
produce a, model Parliamet-of course,
we have that and a model Government-
[MR. MORAN: We have not that]-but
we could produce a. model Governor also.
It would be taken to mean that we in
this small State were able to produce a
body of men who could not only look
after our own affairs, but could provide a
iman to look after Imperial affairs as well.
Would not that be the effect of this
motion, if passed F I know it was not
brought forward with the idea of passing
it. Nothing- would give the lion, mem-
ber a greater shock than its being passed
by the House. But if passed, what would
be its influence in the old country ? I
have no doubt, directly the information
reached England, people would say:
'-We shall wait till we bear the three-
quarter hour speech of the leader of the
Opposition."

Mn. HARPER:- It would affect our
securities.

TnT PREMIER: They might wait
until they read the speech with which the
hon. member introduced this motion;
but I am afraid most of them would not
read it. They would take that resolution
simply; and does it not carry on its face
the implication that there has been some-
thing wrong in the past nomintations, and
that there is some need to limit the area,
of choiceP I do not for one moment
think that people at borne would accuse
this House of being so academic, so fond of
wasting its time, as to propose this change
without believing that there was some need
for change. The leader of the Opposition
does not suggest any need; he admits
the present system is satisfactory, but he
suggests that we might try this new
scheme as an experiment. Is not that
really the whole force of his contentionP
"1Let us have a local man, because we
can sweat him, because we can reduce
his salary." Now if we think the Gover-
nor's salary too large, had we not better
deal with it when the question* arises ?
If anyone wishes to secure a reduction of
the Governor's salary, it is surely not
proper to say "1We wish to honour one
of our own citizens "; and then to put
him in office and sayv " Well, you know,
we knew Smith when he was a. private
person; his salary as Governor is too
much for him; we shall give him .esOo."

Is not that the exact position at which
the hen. memiber wishes to arrive?~

Nit. NvsoN: That is a future con-
sideration.

THE: PREMIER: The hiader of the
Opposition contends that we should
honour the men who work in the service
of the State of Western Australia, should
place them in this high and dignified
office, and should then reduce the salary
of the first whom we put in that position.
Having got him there, we are to say:
"We shall reduce your salary because

you are a local man; and you must work
at a reduced price."

Mn. N~msox: Reduce the salary in
any case, whether you do or do not
import the Governor.

THE PREMIER: Perhaps we had
better discuss the question of reducing
the salary 'when the time arrives; but it
was the leader of the Opposition who
introduced the element of salary into this
debate, and who suggested as one reason
why we should adopt this motion, that
after we did so it might result in a con-
siderablc saving of Governors' salaries.
[MR. DAGLISHE: Let the office by con-
tract.] I was dealing with the argument
which the hon. member raised. Now the
leader of the Opposition told us that we
have men in this State whom we all
respect, whom we know, and who, we
believe, would ifill the office with honour
and wit'h dignity. Butbow are the Colonial
Office to know that? [MR. TAYLOR:
We will tell themn] It cannot be the
House that will tell them; it cannot
be the Government who would tell them;
and I do not think the leader of the
Opposition will maintain that the news-
paper Press would tell them. And I
want to know of what channel of com-
munication can the Colonial Office avail
themselves in order to ascertain who is
the most fit man to fill this position IF
The leader of the Opposition disposes of
this practical matter by a waive of his
hand, and says there are chainnels of com-
mimication through which the Colonial
Office can asertain the right man to
appoint. I should be inclined to think
the Colonial Office, if limited in this way.
would save themselves all trouble by
saying: "As you have limited our area
of choice, you had better suggest to us
whom we are to appoint." Of course the
hon. member, who made a speech too long

How to be Appointed.[ASSEMBLY.1
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to be serious, knows what the home
people would say if we passed such a
motion, if the House wished to alter the
existing practice to that extent. Would
they for one moment accept a prerogative
right, maimed in that way ? They would
at once say, " We shall not exercise the
choice. You can make your own recoi-
mendation." Of Course, it is obvious
they would not recognise such a resolu-
tion; and even if they did, any recog-
nition they ave would be, in effect, not
the exercise of an independent choice,
but the declaration, " Now, as you
believe yourselves to be a finer body of
people than is to be found in any other
State in the Commonwealth, or any other
colony of the Empire, you yourselves had
better pick out the person who is so well
qualified to fill this particular position."
This must be obvious to members. We
cannot treat such a change as an experi-
ment; because if it be suggested that as
an experiment we get one man in the
office of Governor, what about the turns
of the other men who think they are as
well qualified ?

MR. TAYLOR: They will have to wait
their turns.

THE PREMIER: But will they not
say, "Our chance must come some
time ?

MR. ILLTNGWORTH: Appoint none but
superannuated Premiers.

THE PREMIER: And when men who
had served the State loyally and well,
after years of political experience, after
going through a period of fight and
turmoil into smooth waters, found them-
selves entitled to this high position, which
only one of them enjoyed, what about the
others, who had gone through as much
fight and turmoil as the occupant of the
office ?

MR. MORAN: That objection applies
to every big position.

THE PREMIER: What about the
others qualifying for the office? I see
here nearly 50 future Governors. What
about all members of this House, when
they see withifl theii grasp the oppor-
tunity of being once a Governor of this
Statei Would they accept the system
as an exeiet, and be content to let
it be aoihdbefore they had their
turn ? [MR. STONE : Appoint ex-
Premiers.] We might thus get over the
difficulty. Hut really, I submit with

respect, can we think for a moment that
if a change like this were made, we could
treat it as an experiment- try* it once or
twice ? We can derive no assistance
whatever from the example of Caada.
I have been very credibly informed that
Lieu tenant-Governors in the small Cana-
dian States are by no means satisfactory,
that although we should no doubt haves
very' highly qualified men, men who have
records of good political and other public
service, and who have occupied high
positions, available as Governors, yet
Upper and Lower Canada, being large
and well populated countries, afford no
example which a smaller State can safely
folloty. It is a shocking thing to say,
but I hope the leader of the Opposition
will not forget that we are yet a small
State in the Empire; and wve should be
more interested in the treatment that the
small States get in the Canadian Federa-
tion than in that received by the large
States. At all events, tjieutenaut-Gover-
nors there occupy positions entirely
different from those of our State Gover-
nors. Canadian Lieutenant- Governors
are appointed by the Dominion Govern-
ment: they are not appointed by the
Crown at all. For all practical purposes
they represent the central Canadian
Government; and the power to appoint
rests with that Government.

MR. TAYLOR: Their powers are just
as great.

Tan PRFMIER.: Oh, no. The powers
of a province in Canada are not nearly so
wide as ours. A Canadian province has
a very limited power indeed, whereas we
have very extensive powers. If iie ex-
colA the question of customs taxation,
then for all practical purposes we have
all the powers we had before Federation.
Customs taxation is, of course, a very
wide power, not so much by reason of its
revenue-producing capacity, but because
the proceeds can be utilised in develop-
ing the country. But if we eliminate
customs, and look at all the questions
with which the Federal (-overnnaent have
to deal to-day, we find that these are not
of extreme importance. We are to-day,
with that exception, for all practical pur-
poses a sovereign State, having agreed to
give up certain matters, and certain
matters only, to the Federal Parliament.
And I submit that the position of Western
Australia to-day is such that we ought
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not to start an experiment like this,
which, if we could carry it out, would not
improve our position in the eyes of the
world. At the present moment we desire
to attract attention, to secure and to re-
tain confidence; and I submit that
nothing would so thoroughly and fatally
prevent our achieving those results as
our adopting this exiperimental piece of
legislation suggested by the member
for the Murchison, and I believe not
suggested seriously, but brought forward
as his one parliamentary joke. I oppose
the motion, aud I hope a majority of the
House will oppose it also.

MR. J. MV. HOPKINS (Boulder):- I
take it that there is no particular objec-
tion to the gentleman who occupies the
position of State Administrator at the
present moment. I intend to table an
amendment to the motion; to strike out
all the words after "the," in the second
line, and add other words, so that the
motion will then read:

(That, in the opinion of this House, it is
desirable that the Government should make
representations in the proper quarter with a
view to having the] appointment of a successor
to the late Governor postponed till such time
as the proposed amendment of the Constitution
Act has been finally dealt with by the State
Parliament.

THEs PREmiER: That is being done.
MR. H OPKINS: I am glad to bear it.

My reason for tabling the amendment is
that the House may ta:ke the first oppor-
tunity- of discussing whether members are
prepared to continue the extravagant
expenditure that has characterised our
Government House in the past. From
the figures we had before us when the
last Estimates were tinder discussion, the
cost of Government House was approxi-
mately.£8,000 annually. That was the
amount. which it took to maintain the
local Government institution. Now
£8,000 is a lot of money, and it seems to
me we are very much in the position at
the present time of a person who in the
past had driven a " brumby' ," but who
in the future is going to drive a
pair of carriage-horses. I question
whether we can afford it. It has been
said that the expenditure was warranted;
but it appears to wue we will have to
make a start, and the sooner we make
that start the better, of curtailing the
expenditure. For that reason I am

desirous of seeing this question discussed,
and then we can take into consideration
whether it will not be advisable to turn
the present Government House into a
university or a secondary school. We
could provide a gentleman's residence for
our Admnstratr, and not an institution
which lends itself to all the extravagances
which have characterised it during the
last few years. We might very well say
that all those gentlemen who hold ap-
pointments as Puisne Judges should each
in time be called on to fill the position of
State Administrator. The promotion on
the Bench would be easy. We could
promote our Chief Justice to hold the
office of Administrator, at a salary of
about X8,000 a year. We should save
£6,000 a year on that transaction, and
then the appointments to the Bench
would go on by seniority. I do not
know any person more qualified to hold
the position of State Administrator than
the gentleman who fills the appoiDnent
at the present time with satisfaction to
the country. We know that in Victoria.
Sir John Madden filled the position of
State Admiuistrator for an extended

period and gave great satisfaction to the
country. During his term of office the
position was filled as creditably and as
ably, and perhaps with more satisfaction
to the people, as during any period when
the position was occupied by his pre-
decessors, except perhaps Lord Hopetoun.
It was generally' accepted that it was a
very pleasant change from that which
had characterised the Government House
appoiutments for the previous five years.
There is no valid reason why we should
not hold out the position to the Chief
Justice of the State, and that he should
have an opportunity of rising to that
position. Because if he is capable of
rising to the position of Chief Justice, he
is also capable of occupying the positiou
of State Administrator. On the assur-
ance of the Premier that this matter will
be held ,,ver so that Parliament will have
an opportunity of discussing it when the
Constitution Bill is under discussion, I
shall not press my amendment; but when
the Constitution Bill comes before the
House, I shall endeavour to have the
expenditure of 6e8,000 curtailed by one
half.

MR. MORAN: Do I understand the
Premier to say that the appointment of
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Governor is being held back until after
the discussion of the Constitution Bill?

THE PREmiER: Before the Governor
went away, I madle representation to the
effect that the question of Salary would
no doubt crop up when the amendment
of the Constitution Act -was being dis-
cussed, and I suggested that the appoint-
ment might wait until that matter was.
settled.

Mn. 0. J. MORAN (West Perth): We
might accept this as the end of the dis-
cussion. The member for Boulder has
Struck the nail on the head. It is too
costly a luxury, or a necessity if you like,
at the p~resent time. We should endeavour
to get rid. of all surplus expenditure on
every possible occasion. Satisfactory
work could be done with dignity and
with absolute success from every stand-
pint, for a salary of £2,600 a year, all
told. That is a fair thing for Western
Australia to pay for a Governor at the
present time. I am entirely in sympathy
with the suggestion of the leader of the
Opposition, and I would like the Rouse,
if the motion be brought to a decision,
to mention the Commonwealth and not
Western Australia. It would enlarge
the area. and have practically what exists
in Canada to-day. We might then get
Australian statesmen with large and
varied experience of public life and legal
training, to fill the position with dignity.
The Colonial Office have always been
anxious for, and would listen to, the
opinions of the self-governing colonies.
A discussion of this kind, without any
absolute mandatory wish being conveyed
to the Colonial Secretary, will have its
effect. I believe the opinion of this
country on this debate will be--and it
is sure to drift home to the Colonial
Office-that this House is of opinion that
no new Governor should be appointed
until the question of salary be fixed. If
an appointintwere made now, we should
be in an invidious position, because we
would not like to reduce the salary, and
we should have to put up with it for four
years.

Mn. Tinmon: Or discuss the matter
while the Governor is here.

MR. MORAN: Or discuss it while the
gentleman is here. Why not point out
-and it may not be farther from the
Government's wishes- that the Le 'gisla-
tive Assembly which controls the purse

intends to cut down the salary, and
therefore it would be wise to wait until
the question has been discussed ? If the
Premier takes this view of the matter,
there is an end of the discussion. But
the leader of the Opposition has done
good work in bringing the matter before
the House, so that we may have the
consensus of opinion of hon. members.
I agree with the member for Boulder,
and I am glad he is willing to accept the
Premier's word, and I hope the leader of
the Opposition will do likewise.

MR. 0. HARPER (Beverley) : I am
not going to support either the proposal
or the amendment. It is rather too
early for us to make this move in the
matter of the appointment of a Governor,
although I ani quite in accord with the
opinion expressed by several, that the
cost of our Government House is far too
great. With that I am quite in accord,
and for that reason T do hope no appoint-
ment will be made until this House has
decided what will be the standard of
salary. With regard to the proposition
of the member for Boulder, I do not
think that hon. member can really realise
wvhat his proposal means. lIthe appoint-
ment of Governor is to be made from
within the State, T cannot see why it
should be confined to the legal element.

THE PREMIER: He has great respect
for the legal element.

ME. HOPKINS: I have great respect
for the Chief Justice in any State in
Australia.

MR. HARPER: We have had some
discussion as to the appointment of
members to the Bench, and if the Chief
Susticeship is to be maintained by the
fact of seniority, we do not know whom we
may get in time. I do not think the
member for Boulder could have realised
what his proposal would lead to. If the
appointment is to be wade within tbe
State, it should be open to anyone who
thinks he is fit.

MR. HOPKINS: We might widen the
choice later on.

MR. HARPER: Better begin by
widening it.

MR. HonriNs: You might tell us the
objection you have to any Judge.

Mn. HARPER: I do not think that
the proposal would be successful; it
would not meet with the approval of the
people in the State. It the highest
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offices in the laud are to be open to any-
one, then those offices should not lie open
to one class oniy. T do hope the sugges-
tion will be followed, and that the hands
of the Colonial Office will be stayed until
we have decided what the salary of the
Governor shall be.

MR. F. ILLTNGWORTH (Cue): A
very old authority says that " a prophet
has no honour in his own country."
There are not many ties which bind us to
the old country. In fact those ties are
al most invisible.

MR. MORAN: The interest every year.
MRt. ILL1NGWORTH: Amongst the

ties that bind us is the question of State
Governors. That is almost the only
Imperial act which we at all notice.
Behind this appointment of Governor
lies the link of representation, and the
means of communication with the great
motherland-the great nation to which
we belong. There lies behind it to
my mind the great Imperial question.
If it comes to a question of economy, then
I think it may possibly be wise, not only
for this State but for all the States of the
Commonwealth, to consider how much
they will expend on the position of
Governor. I am largely in harmony with
the feeling growing up in these Australian
States that we ought not to expect the
Governor to be constantly entertaining a
limited number of people, at great expense
either to himself or to the State. We
ought to retain, however, that association
with the great nation to which we belong-
that link, as I may call it, which now
binds us to Great Britain. The Premier
has already pointed out that the Imperial
authorities are not limited in their choice
to " the upper ten thousand," as was
suggested; nor is their choice limited to
the forty million people living in the
British Isles. As a matter of fact, our
last Governor camne from South Africa,
and we may - -

MR. NANsoN: No; from England.
MR. ILLINGWORTH: Our last

Governor came to us direct from South
Africa.

Mu. HOPKINS: But he was not a South
African product.

MR. ILLINGWORTH: 'rhat is not the
point. A good many people in this House
are not West Australian, products, and I
doubt whether they are much the worse
f 3r that.

MR. HOPKINS: But they have been
transplanted.

MR. ILLINGWORTH: The fact
remains that the Colonial Office now
does not confine itself exclusively to
"the upper ten thousand" of England.
We know that in the past Governors
have been selected from the ranks of
military men, and those Governors have
proved on the whole very satisfactory.
In later years, Governors have been
selected largely from the titled class,
as a, compliment to the colonists.
(Some laughter.) Hon. members may
smile, but that was absolutely the
intention. Hon. members will not deny,
I think, that in appointing Lord Hope-
ton as the first Governor-General of the
Australian Commonwealth a compliment
was intended, whether we accepted the
appointment as a compliment or not.
Undoubtedly the appointment was so
intended, and I think it was in a large
measure so accepted.

Mn. MORAN: The compliment was
mutual.

MR. ILLINGWORTH: Possibly so.
MR. J~cony: Lord Hopetonn was

honoured.
MS. ILLINGWOETH: The Impeirial

Parliament desired to honour a great
peer, anml in honouring Lord Hopetoun
also honoured us. My main object in
rising is to say a few words on the
argument deduced by the leader of the
Opposition from the system obtaining in
Canada. The basis of his argument, so
far as I understand it, is that Canada is
a, Dominion, that Canada appoints its
own Governors, and that Canada econo-
mises by this process. Then the hon.
member proceeds to argue, why should
not this State, and no doubt all the
States of the Commonwealth, follow the
lead of Canada? The reply to that con-
tention, as the Premier hasalready pointed
out, is that on the very face of things there
is nothing in the nature of a State Governor
in Canada at all. All persons holding the
appointment of Governor in Canada are
TLieutenant-Governors: they are assistant
Governors to the Governor-General of
the Dominion of Canada. They are
appointed by him under seal; they are
appointedl to govern States which have
but very limited powers. In our Aus-
tralian federation, we have fixed 39
articles on which the Federal Government
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may legislate. I noticed a calculation
made by a member of the Victorian
Parliament in connection with three
years' legislation, the result of which
showed that 407 different questions had
been dealt with by the Victorian Legis-
ture in that period, and that out of these
40 7 questions only eight could have beeen
dealt with by the Federal Parliament.

MR MORAN: That is no argument at
all. There might have been 400,000
questions legislated on, if they were
sufficiently cut up.

MR. ItLiINOWORTH - I am dealing
with the simple facts. Such a position
aoes not obtain in Canada, for all the
main. questions affecting the people are
dealt with by the Canadian Federal
Parliament, and only minor questions
are under the control of the Provincial
Parliaments, which enjoy but little more
power than our ordinary municipal
councils. Thus it is plain that the whole
aspect of the question is entirely altered.
The Canadian Provincial Governors are
merely Lieutenant-Governors, guided by
the Governor-General of the Dominion,
and appointed 1vby im to deal with
matters of limited sodpe and minor
importance. We are to a large extent-

Mai. Moniq:s What has a. Govern or to
do with questions of politics or adminis-
tration at all, under either systemP

Ma. ILjLINGWORTH: If the bon.
member is ready to argue that Governors
should be dispensed with altogether, he
will be consistent.

Mam. MoaNi: No Governor has any
power whatever.

MR. ILiILNGWORTH: That is not
the argument. The argument is that the
area of selection shall be reduced to the
200,000 residents of this particular State.
The motion of the leader of the Opposi-
tion is to that effect, and I presume his
argument is to a similar effect. The
motion affirms that the position of
Governor should be retained for the
purpose, practically, of rewarding eminent
men in this State. What does that
mean ? That es-Premiers, for the most
part, may look forward to holding the

position of Governor. I suppose the
leader of the Opposition had a. certain
ex-Premier in mind when be spoke. I
should like to know whether such an
appointment would be acceptable to the
people as a whole.

MAR. MORAN : Yes; certainly.
Mn . ILLTN GWORPTH: I do not thin k

so.
MR. MORAY: To whom do you referF
Ma. ThLING WORTH: Perhaps the

hon. member will himself be able to fix
on the es-Premier in question. I do not
wish to discuss the subject at length on
the present occasion, because I think it
can be better dealt with at the same time
as the question of salary. My principal
object in rising was to emiphasise the
suggestion I have already maae, that the
hon. member, having raised the ques-
tion and having received the Premier's
assura nce that ample opportunity of
farther discussion would ho given when
the Governor's salary is being debated
in connection with the Constitution Bill,
should now withdraw the motion. At
this stage, I consider the mofion might
well be withdrawn,

MR. NANSON (in reply) : I must say
that the speech of the Premier on this
motion came somewhat as a surprise to
me. Not long ago the hon. gentleman
was a distinguished exponent of the
principle of Australian nationalism, and
was likewise a notable supporter of the
principle of protection. Now, however,
we find the hon. gentleman basing his.
opinion principally onl the argument that
as we are a sovereign State we should
import our Governors. That is what his
argument seems to come to when it is
boiled down.

TanE Pasina: Oh, we should have a.
real sovereign.

MR. NANSON: If the Premier con-
siders that we are a sovereign State, then
rather than import our Governors we
should exercise the full power of sov-
ereignty and have.a voice in the appoint-
ment of our Governors.

THE PREMIER: What say have the
people in the old country, or in Germany,
Austria, or Russia? Sovereign States,
all of them.

MR . NANSON: Undoubtedly those
are sovereign States, and I find that
they do not import their Governors.
England is a sovereign State, but it does
not import its King from Russia or from
this Comnuonwealth. However, leaving
that inconsistency:, J turn to the Premnier's
other contention that we must support
the dignity of our Governor because we
are a, sovereign State. Now, how does

State Govemor,
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the hou. gentleman suggest we should
support the dignity of the Governor ? By
importing our Governors. The hon.
gentleman supposes, therefore, that some
special dignity attaches to importing a
person to il the Position. I do not
know by what process of reasoning the
Premier arrives at that conclusion. I
cannot see that dignity is better mnain-
tained by importing a mwin than by
appointing himn locally. I should have
thought that if a question of dignity was
involved at all, the better course would
be to appoint the Governor locally. If it
lends dignity to tbe State to import its
high officials, why not carry the principle
to its logical conclusion and import
Judges, railway managers-that might be
a good thing - and even import a
Premier, instead of selecting him from
among the native-born :?

THE PREMIER: We imported the
leader of the Opposition.

MR. NANSON: The importing system
may not have i-esulIted badly iii that
particular instance, which possibly con-
stitutes the exception that proves the
rule. However, as the member for Cue
(Mr. Illingworth) has pointed out, the
Premier has given an undertaking that
an opportunity, will be allowed for farther
discussing the subject; and I do not
intend, therefore, to press the motion to
a division. The discussion which has
taken place will do some good: my only
regret is that more members have not
taken part in it. I feel that to-da~y we
have planted the seed, anid that, with
watering, that seed will in a short time
grow into a great tree; that we shall
find we have established one of the
principles of Australian nationalism, to
the effect that, whenever possible, the
Governor should be appointed from
within the State or from within the Com-
monwealth. With the consent of the
House, I wish to withdraw my motion.

Motion by leave withdrawn.

MOTION-MRS. TRACEY, ALLEGED
WRONGS, TO INQUIRE.

Motion on the Notice Paper: "That
the petition of Mrs. Eliza Tracey, pre-
sented to the House on Tuesday, 15th
October, 1901, be now considered."

MR. C. J. MORAN (West Perth):
The motion of which he had given
notice-

THE SPEAKER: Did the hon. member
propose to conclude with a motion?

MR. MORAN: Yes. An addendum
to the motion would be moved by the
seconder. That addendum would take
the form of a definite direction to the
Government to instruct the Crown Law
Department to inquire into the merits of
the case. The usual form of a motion of
this kind would be to ask for the appoint-
ment of a select committee. The question
inthis ease, however, was purely oneof law,
and in such inquiry laymen would be
very much at a dlisadvantuge. The case
had its pathetic side. It bad to be
remembered that Mrs. Tracey was a
lone woman, battling with the adversities
of life, and she persistently maintained
that she bad been grievously wronged,
and hadl lost that which she should have
enjoyed. Parliament was supreme, even
over the Supreme Court. The Court was
hedged round by all sorts of hindrances,
and it was almost an impossibility for a
woman like Mrs. Tracey to appeal against
the Supreme Court in her own cuse.
That being so, she came to Parliament,
the fountain head. For many years she
had been crying out for justice which she
alleged had been denied to her. We
were not dealing with a case of which
nothing had been heard, and he was told
by old residents of Western Australia
that Mrs. Tracey had a good case. He
had the entire sympathy and support of
the leader of the Opposition in everything
he did in this matter. An amendment
would be moved, if permissible, by the
seconder.

TaE SPEAKER: No; the amendment
must be made by the hon. member him-
self, otherwise it could not be put.

Ma. MORAN: Then he would make
the amendment as an addendum:

And the Government be requested to have a
report mae by the Crown Law authorities in
this matter, and presented to Parliament at
an early date.
If a commission were to be given to the
Crown Law authorities through the
Premier, the case would be thoroughly
gone into, and a historical rdeum6 would
be placed before the House. Members
would have the unbiassed legal opinion
of the paid servants of the State, whose
duty it would be to advise them how and
in what measure this woman had a claim
upon their consideration. If he moved
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for a select committee, it would mean
that the select Committee would have to
approach the authorities and ask for the
Crown Law authorities to assist them

MR. G. TAYLOR (Mount Margaret)
seconded the motion,

THE PREIER (Hon.Walter James):
This question hadl been before the House
on a previous occasion, and he thought a
select committee had already sat in con-
nection with the issue raised by the dis-
cussion.

MR. MORAN : Was it before responsible
government F

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS: Yes.
TarE PREMIER:- A report made before

the introduction of responsible govern-
ment ought not to be swept aside. There
was a select committee and there had
been litigation. The whole trouble arose
not so much on questions of law as on
questions of fact. If the matter were
referred to the Crown Law officers; to
report on the legal position, the legal
position would entirely depend upon the
facts. The whole dispute arose in con-
nection with what were the facts. Mrs.
Tracey was honestly convinced that she
had been deprived of her rights, and his
sympathies went with her because she
had so persistently stuck to it that really
it seemed to have become almost a second
nature to her. He muct questioned
whetter a report from any select coin-
mittee or legal luminary would satisfy
her, if it were adverse to her. What he
would suggest was that if the House
thought the matter should he inquired
into, there ought to he a select committee
to ascertaini the facts, and if the facts
were ascertained he would be glad for the
Crown Law officers to deal with the ease.
Those officers would be at the disposal of
the committee to assist the committee as
far as they could to ascertain the legalposition, or the commit-tee could bave
outside counsel; hut as regaLrded the
motion throwing- this upon the Crown
Law officers, if that course were adopted,
those officers would he troubled, and not
the House or the select committee; and
he did not think it would be fair to throw
it on those officers.

Mn. MonAN: If the Premier advised
it, he was quite willing to have a select
committee.

Tarn PREMIER said be would be
glad to have a select committee to satisfy

Mrs. Tracey, and remove from her the
feeling that she had bee-n wronged, which
possessed her so strongly at present.

THE MINISTER FOR WORK S (Hon.
C. H. Rasen) : As one of those who
worked hard for the introduction of

Fresponsible government, he thought it
his bounden duty to say there were memn-
bers in this House prior to the introduc-
tion of responsible government who were
just as anxious to do their duty, aand just

Ias able to do it, as the men who succeeded
them. A select committee was appointed
on his own motion. He went into Mrs.
Tracey's matter very carefully,. and was of
opinion she had been used very hardly.
He was as anxious as anyone could be
that justice should be done to her. When

Ihe told the House thabt the mnemb1-ers of
that select committee comprised Mr.
Sept. Burt, Mr. Harper, Mr. Randell,
Mr. Mlorrison, the then Attorney General

*(Mr. Warton), and himself, he thought
the House would agree that men were
appointed on that committee some of
whom, at al events, would go into the

*matter in a whole-hearted way, and ought
to have been able to arrive at a fair and
just decision.

Mnt. Mo RAN said be did not dispute it.
Tns MINISTER FOR WORKS: The

committee held several sittings, and made
the fullest possible inquiry, and presented
a. report to the House. For that session

*the matter ended, but the following
session, so anxious was he to help Mrs.

i Tracev if lie, could, and he knew he had
others with him, that the matter was
carried a step farther and the report was
referred to the Judges of the Supreme
Court, the highest tribunal wve could.
take, for themi to deal with the whole of
the facts. On those facts, As the select
commiittee could uscertnin them, the
Judges of the Supreme Court gave an
opinion. After that there was a trial in
the Supre~me Court, with the result that
Mrs. Tracey again failed to obtain that
which she sought. He nierely mendfoned
this to show that the mnatter tad been
gone int,- ; but if it was thought that
another seclect committee inquiring again
could do any good to Mi's. Tracey and
obtain any fresh evidence, he for one
would gladly hail it.

At 6-30, the SPEAKER left the Ohair.
I At 7230. Chair resumed.

Mrs. Tracey. (10 SEPTEMBELI, 1902.]
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MR. P. STONE (Greenough) moved
as an amendment:

That all the words after "considered" be
struck out, and the words "by a select com-
mittee of this House" be inserted in lieu.

Mu. A. E. THOMAS (flundas)
seconded the amendment.

Amendment put and passed, and the
motion as amended agreed to.

Ballot taken, and a conmmitteecappointed
comprising Mr. Jacoby, Mr. Moran, Mr.
Nanson, Mr. Taylor, also Mr. Stone as
mover; with power to send for persons
and papers, and to sit on days over which
the House stands adjourned ; to report
on the 24th September.

MOTION-COPPER SMELTER FOR
PHILLIPS RIVER.

MR. A. E. THOMAS (flundas) moved:
That, in the opinion of this House, it is

desirable to extend the system of public ore
treatment, by ereting a copper smelter in the
Phillips River District.
This was a matter on which the people
of Ravensthorpe had been agitating for
some time. The principle of public ore
treatment had been established in connec-
tion with gold-mining; and as a result
we had several public batteries on various
portions of the goldflelds, to enable
prospectors to get the value of their stone
and to get money from the treatment of
their stone for going ahead with develop-
ment work. This applied only to the
treatment of gold; but if the principle
was good that the Government should
help the prospector in gold, we ought to
be able to go a step farther and say the
Government should help the prospector
in copper, tin, lead, or any other mineral
that might be discovered in this country.
The system had been extended farther
than gold, inasmuch as a plant had been
put up at Greenbushes for the recovery
of tin from the tin-bearing ore in that
district. Several deputations had waited
on the Minister for Mines regarding a
smelter, and had pointed out that unless
something was done the Phillips River
district must collapse. Areport was called
for some timne ago by theMinister from Mr.
Klug. of the Fremnantle Smelting Works.
asking for his opinion regarding this
question. Prior to that the Minister had
taken pains to have reports written by
Mr. Woodward and others who bad seen
the district for themselves, and who were

in a position to give an opinion as to the
prospects of the district fromn a copper
point of view. Mr. Kiug, in his report,
estimated that a big expense would be
necessary to lay down a smelting plant,
and suggested that an arrangement
might be made by tbe Government for
the erection of an assay plant, and the
Government might then be able to pur-
chase the ore in bulk, send it to the
coast district, 30 miles, and then make
arrangements for the cheap freightage of
the ore to send it out of the country for
treat ment. The cost of sending ore away
had been from £27 up to £9 a ton.
Nothing under about 25 per cent. was
available for sending away, for below
that value the copper ore would not pay
the prospector to smelt outside Western
Aust-ialia. The proposal by Mr. Klugg
would afford practically nothing extra to
the prospector, who might save a paltry
few shillings per ton. The field up to
date had sent away out of the country-
nothing had been treated locally-l,l48
tons of copper ore, and the return value
had been £t14,076; there had been b24ozs.
of silver, also 2,652 tons of quartz which
gave a return of 3,66Sozs. of gold,
the approximate value being £14,672.
Nineteen shows contributed to the output
of copper, and all the copper ore bad been
treated outside Western Australia. A
few mouths ago a representative of some
home people was in the district, and
carefully examined every show of any
importance on the Phillips River. He
sampled the shows from top to bottom
and from end to end. They were not
sellers' samples; they were samples taken
for a company who were prepared to
treat for the purchase of the shows One-
half of the samples were handed to the
Minister for Mines on that gentleman's
return-he referred to Mr. Wilson, of
Southern Cross-to give the Minister an
idea of the value of the copper shows
in that district. Naturally these samples
would be confidential as between Mr.
Wilson and the Minister. He (Mr.
Thomas) had not seen the results, neither
did he wish to see them, but he was at
liberty to state that the results, Mr.
Wilson informed him, on the whole were
highly satisfactory and exceeded antici-

Ipations. The Minister would agree with
Ihim, that the question as to whether
jvaluable ore existed in the Phillips River
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district or not, and the question as to
whether the ore was of sufficient value for
local treatment, were not open to debate.
The officials of the department had
informed him, and the reports were
verified, that the shows did contain
copper ore of value and enough to
warrant the erection of some plant to
enable the prospectors to get the value
out of the stone. If only a public battery
was required, that would have been in
existence at Ratveusthorpe before now.
The prospectors recognised, as he recog-
nised and everyone in the country must
recognise, that the- erection of a copper
smelter might be taken as a departure
from the system of gold ore treatment
which probably the' department was
not justified in taking. It might be
pointed out that the erection of a
Government smelter in South Australia,
at Port Augusta, had not been a, success;
but he had heard a rumour that the
smelter was erected at Port A ugusta per-
haps for political reasons. At any rate
the smelter was erected in the wrong
place, and there was really no solid justi-
fication for its being put up at Port
Augusta. In regard to the point of the
question that the Government might be
embarking on r. commercial undertaking
if the erection of a Government battery
for the treatment of gold had been
authorised as soon as the ore bad been
treated, the parcel of metal could be
delivered to the prospector at once. But
this could not be done in regard to copper
ore, which would 'have to be purchased
on an assay, and the resulting copper
after the ore had been treated would
have to be sent away out of the country
for realisation. That he took it was the
whole objeet-ion which the Government
could raise against the proposal. When
he (Mr. Thomas) was in Ravensthorpe in
March of this year, he pointed out to
the prospectors that the Government were
anxious to extend the system of ore treat-
ment and help them in the same way as
they helped the gold miners, but that the
objection raised was that the Government
would be embarking on a commercial
undertaking and therefore might lose in
the fluctuation (if the ore in the market,
because they would be dealing with
a metal which fluctuated every day, while
gold remained the same price. Assaysiwere
also liable to a little fluctuation, and the

Government might lose on the bargain.
The prospectors, assembled A a meeting,
agreed that to overcome this difficulty
they would be pr-epared, if the Govern-
ment. erected a smelter, to accept, instead
of payment in cash, vouchers showing
that the Governiment held so much ore,
containing so many Units Of copper; the
number Of units Of copper to he arrived
at by deducting 25 or 30 per cent, from
thin shown by the assays, in order to
allow a Margin for fluctuations in the
market value of cropper and for any little
variation in the assay itself. The pros-

*pector would hold the voucher, and would
be entitled to payment only after realisa-
t ion of the matte. If in the result the
matte returned a larger percentage of
copper than that shown on the voucher,
the prospector would receive proportion-
ately inore. The precautions suggested
removed the otherwise perfectly valid
obj ection that the Government wvere being
atsked to embark in a commercial under-
taking which it was improper that they
should enter into. U~p to the 81st
December, 1901, 72 copper leases, em-
bracing an area. of 2..558 acres, ha~d been
taken up in the Phillips River district;
32 gold-mining- leases, representing 700
acres, had been taken up; and 2,940
acres had been selected as, miners' homue-
stead leases. 'The population amounted
to between 500 and 600. The revenue
for the 18 months prior to his last visit
to the district had amounted to £25,200.
On the 25th Aprit last he had addressed
a letter to the Minister for Mines, from
which the following extracts might be
quoted.

Be proposed smelter, Raven sthorpe.-On my
reztun from the fields I interviewed the
Under Secretary, and was shown Mr. Klug's
report. I wired to Ravenethorpe stating that
nothing could be done until your return from
the Eastern States, when I would see you as
soon as possible. I received a farther wire
from them asking whether it was not possible
for something to be done, as their position was
a. most critical one. t do sincerely trust that
you will bn able to immediately put the matter
in hand, and give orders for a smelter to be
erected. I know that if this is not done the
whole field must collapse: the smelter is a
case of life or death.

I cannot ag-ree with Mr. Slug's report when
be says that the ore could he sent away in
bulk. This would save only a, few shiflings.
per ton in freight. The present cost of realis-
ing ore is fromn X7 los. to 19 per ton, so that a
few shillings is neither here nor there. I am
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sure that if this recommendation of his were
carried out it would not do the fields any per-
manent good. Neither can I agree with him
as to the coat of a smelter. What I should
recommend would be an IS-ton reverbatory
furnace for a sitart. It could easily be added
to later on, if the field warranted. A small
sampling mill would be all that is necessary,
as I would only propose to reduce the ore to a
65-70 per cent, matte. If 25 per cent. or even
more were held back until the matte were
realised, the Government would be amply pro-
tected against monetary loss. To this, you can
see from petition No. 2, the prospectors are
agreeable. They are also agreeable that a
certain extra charge shall be put on to the
smelting charges per ton, so that the plant
could be redeemed in two years. I claim,
therefore, that the Government would be
amply protected, We are not asking for a
big, expensive plant. We want only a small
one, which will enable the prospectors to get
some ready money and farther develop their
leases. I understand that Mr. Wilson's samples
were on the whole exceedingly satisfactory;
and I would point out to you that his were
buyers' samples, he having investigated the
district on behalf of his company. I would
point out to you that the direct revenue derived
from the field (paid through the Warden's
office, apart from anything received in Perth)
was over £6,200 during the last 18 months.
This does not include any ordinary revenue
per heed of population through customs, etc.,
which would amount to a considerable item,
seeing that there ate over 400 people on the
field. If the field collapses this population
will be lost to the State. A small 18-ton
smelter wnnld not cost more than probably
43.OOO.

Since writing the letter, he lied ascer-
tained that a 30-ton plaid would not cost
more than £2,000.

So that if it were only the means of keeping
the population together for only a patry two
years, and (for sake of argument) if the cost
were not redeemed during that time, the State
would have made a good profit on the trans-
action. I look on it as a good business deal
for the State, and sincerely hope that you will
immediately order one to be erected.

Ile had received a large number of letters
from prospectors on the field, all pointing
out that they could not bold out much
longer in the absence of a smelter. The
following petition, signed by 1 70 persons
in the Raevenstborpe district, had been
sent to the Minister for Mines : -

We, the undersigned leaseholders, property-
owners, and residents of Phillips River, do
humbly pray that you will grant the erection
of a smelter for this field. We Would most
respectfully point out that we have at present
at grass about 4,000 tons of rein-stuff, which
,at the lowest estimate can be bulked at 15 per
cent, copper, and the ore in sight at the

various workings can truthfully be said to be
at least 30,000 tens, or sufficient to run a 80-
ton smelter for three years continuously. By
tests made by experts at Kalgoorlie and else-
where, it has been proved that except that a.
little more iron is needed, our ores will flux
themselves; and an abundance of iron as high
as W0 per cent is procurable here. The lease-
holders would, if though t necessary, be willing
to guarantee 4,000 tons as an opening parcel
on the erection of a plant, -which would keep
a 80-ton water-jacket going between 4 and 5
months.
As a matter of fact, that quantity of ore
would keep tbe smelter going somewhat
longer.

They would also be willing to deliver their
ore for treatment on the Government gvn
voucher in lieu of cash on the Governen'
own assay. We would alizo farther respect-
fully point out, sir, as an argument in our
favour, the advantage the erection of a smelter
here would mean to the Govern inent--town
lots, now unsaleablo, would be doubled in
value; th e character of the soil and rainfall
here would insire the taking up of many
garden and agricultural arena; rents from
leases would be multiplied; and revenue would
nsarally increase through other channels with
increase of population. We would also point
out that, besides copper ore, the treatment of
concentrates Dow saved over the Wilfisy tables
at the various mines at Ravsnstherpe and
Harbour View could he done locally, which
would mean a saving to the companies and
farther work for the smelting plant. Since
our inception, sir, as a mining district we bare
contributed to the Government revenue £6,500
through the Mines and Lands Departmuents.
and have received in return, at the outside,
£23,000 for roads, " sanitary," hospital, and
jetty at Hopetocn. In conclusion, sir, wve
have a most valuable field, and we most
earnestly and respectfully pray that you may
grant us the machinery whereby we may prove
the richness of our resources.

To offer a bonus for the erection of a
smelter was useless, since the people of
Rtaven sthorpe, had not the funds necessary,
and the district bad attracted few outside
capitalists for the last two years. The
prospectors were being absolutely starved
out for the want of machinery to enable
thvw to get the value out of their stone.
He commended the motion to the con-
sideration. of hoc, members.

MR. A. E. MORG-ANS seconded the
motion.

TIRE MINISTER FOR MINES (Hon.
H~. Gregory): This motion, in a large
degree, met with his sympathy; but be
felt compelled to move an amendment,
since, until the responsible officers of the
Mines Department had assured him that

[ASSEMBLY.] Phillipa Biver.
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a smelter erected at Ravensthorpe. would
be a success, a motion of this kind ought
not to be carried. The field was one
which should have a, big future, since it
contained metalliferous as well as aurif-
erous areas. An area, of. 5,000 acres had
already been prospected, and the field had
returned a very fair revenue to the State,
a little over £5,000 in 18 months.
Although an agitation for the erection of
a smelter or a, concentrator, or some such
plant, had been proceeding for some con-
siderable time, yet it had been found
most difficult to get expert reports ad-
vising the Government to render the
assistance asked. He, personally, had
always been desirous of assisting origin~al
prospectors in particular; and in the
case of the Phillips River district, know-
ing that the prospectors had no possible
chance of treating their ore, he bad re-
trained from collecting the rents, of mineral
leases, and had granted applications for
exemption at a merely nominal charge.
This had been done so as to enable those
who were first in the field a~nd who tried
to do good work to retain their holdings.
Provided they had done any work worthy
of notice the Government gave them
exemption, so as to enable them to retain
their holdings. A large quantity of ore
had been sent away, and the treatment of
that ore with cartage and shipping had
cost from £7 10s, to £9 per ton. If
that sort of thing went on it simply
meant that the prospectors were picking
the eyes out of their properties, so in
order to preserve this copper field some-
thing must be done quickly, otherwise
that thing must die a natural death. Up
to the present time the ore treated had
averaged something like 26 per cent.
From the return he had received the ore
averaged from 10 to 124i up to 14 per
cent. Those were really good mining
properties. It was farther stated that
there was enough ore at grass to keep a
smelter going for three years. We had
had these reports with regard to public
batteries, yet the people did not keep the
batteries going for three months. lie
felt quite satisfied, however, that if a,
smelter were erected there it would be
kept continuously going for a long time.
[MEuMims: Would it be payable?] That
was a point we were oot discussing.
There would be a, good deal of danger in
regard Lto it. He had looked at this

question in a good many different
lights: whether we should grant a
bonus, whether we should erect a tram-
way and enable people to get their stuff
away, whether we should put up a
concentrating plant or an assay plant, or
whether we should help people with
advances, or some of those things comn-
bined The Government offered a bonus

*of £1,000. The terms were very liberal.
Five hundred pounds 'was to be paid as
soon as they put a plant on the ground,

*and £2500 when it had treaLted the ore
satisfactorily for 12 mouths. Having
no applicaton for that, the Govern-
ment increased the offer to £1,500;
yet, although there had been many
inquiries, no one had seen fit to come
forward and make an ap~plication for the
grant. With regard to the excessive
freightage and charges for shipping the
ore, we certainly could get readions,
but he did not think these would be so
material as to assist the prospectors. On
the question of a tramway he had reports
from the Public Works Department, and
found that a tramway to the coast, of Sft.
6in. gauge, with survey, culverts, ballast,
etc., and rolling-stock, would cost some-
thing like £72,000. and a 2ff.. tramway
with rolling-stock and everything complete
something like £50,000. So it would be
miuch better for the Goveriiment to have
some other means of assisting them. As
to the question of a concentrating plant
or a, State smelter, as far as he could see
a concentrating plant would' be obsolete.
The only means of assisting these people
was by the erection of a sm elter; but we
knew there were different classes of
smelters, and they all required differeut
classes of ore. If -Parliament wished
mnoney' to be spent on the erection of a
smelter, it would be very humiliating if
after trial we found the smelter was not
suited for the class of ore there, and we
had to pull it down and perhaps destr-oy
the district, or else erect a new smelter.
He could hardly agree with the remarks
of the hon. member (Mr. Thomas) in
regard to values in reference to a smelter.
He had very expert advice, which was as
fgllows :-- I would recommend a plant
capable of treating thirty' to fifty tons per
day. The cost of a blast furnace plant,
fully equipped with sampling mill, assay
office, and chemical laboratory, weigh-

*bridge, orebins, etc., would be from
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£10,000 to £12,500 erected. A reverbent-
tory furnace plant would cost from
£26,500 to £9,000 erected." Of course
there would be a necessity to appoint
a metallurgist, and he thought the
staff with their metallurgist would
cost something like £2,000 a year.
What was brought to lie treated had
to be treated not separately, but all the
different samples would have to be
treated together. The Government would
not be able tW give to any one per-
eon the result of the treatment of his own
ore. When once at careful man 'was in
charge, he thought the ore would be
treated on the same principle as that
adopted in regard to the treatment of
tailings at the different batteries. The
samples were assayed before they were
treated, and the residues were assayed at
the end of the month or every second
month. They had a clean up and paid
the people proportionately according to
the tonnage and the assay values, with
the residue values also. It was iiecessarv
however to look, a. little bit farther,
because we could not say the copper was
worth so much. We had to take a great
deal of risk in regard to the market, and
it would-be necessary, if a Slate smelter
were, erected, that only something like
fifty or sixty per cent. shiould be advanced
on the matte or blister copper. If this
sort of thing was started, he would take
care that the money was in the hands of
the Government before the total was dis-
tributed among the people. That was
the principle which had been adopted
with regard t0 cyanide plants. They bad
to have the Mint receipts for the gold
before any advance was made to pros-
pectors, so that if there were any loss the
Government did not suffer by it. With
regard to the treatment of copper this
was quite a new departure, and there was
a probability of loss in connection with
the work. A State swelter was started
in South Australia, and he believed one
reason why it was not a success was
because sufficient quantities of ore were
not forthcoming. He believed there were
other reasons which he would not care to
enumerate here. Still the fact of a Stale
smelter not being a success in South
Australia need not necessarily mean that
it must be a failure here. We would have
to risk that, if we undertook- such a work
as this. This was a critical question in

regard to assisting the mining industry.
Such a scheme as this would, be thought,
cost about £210,000 before we could get
the plant started. It would cost at
least that, with sufficient money for
the initial stages, so there should be
great care in dealing with the matter.
We had instructed the State mining
engineer when coming from New Zealand
to visit many of the smelters in the
Eastern States, so that he could come
here with the best knowledge attainable.
And he desired him, to, at the earliest
possible momen3Ct, visit this field and to
report to the Government whether a
smelter should be erected. He therefore
moved that all the words after " House"
be struck out, and the following inserted
in lieu:±

The Government should consider the advisa-
bility of erecting smelting works for the
treatment of copper and other ores, and give
special consideration to the requirements of
the leaseholdce en the Phillips River mineral
district.

He did not want the Government to be
compelled or advised by members pre-
sent to spend about £10,000, when the
officers of the Mines Department might
say such an expenditure would not he
justified. If the House liked to go so
far as that, it would be competent for
members to do so, but they certainly
would not do it by his advice. As he
had said, special instructions hall been
given to the officer -who was coming here
to visit the different districts in the East.

MR. MORAN: What was he?
TnsE MINISTER FOB MINES:

Mining engineer and geologist. And as
soon as he came to Western Australia, he
was to visit the Phillips River district,
with a view of advising the Government
whether that plant should be erected-
from the different reports he had received
up to the present he felt satisfied his
answer would be "yes "-and secondly'
what class of smelter should be put there.
That, of course, was very important. His
remaso for moving the amendment was
that before any work was done in con-
nection with this we should have the
consent of Parliament to this new de-
parture, and that the Mines Department
should be fully satisfied that a proper
plant would be erected.

Mu. RL. HASTIE (Kanowna): It was to
be hoped the good sense of the House
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and of the member for Dundas (Mr.
Thomas) would insure the carrying of
the amendment. He did appreciate the
conduct of the hon. member in bringing
forward this motion, and he admitted
that his principal reason was a selfish
one, because those who represented gold-
fields constituencies were practically com-
pelled to bring forward about ten or
twelve different motions about different
districts every year, and largely for the
reason that the people in every locality
believed they could make out as good a
case for Government assistance as the
mnember for Dundas in the way of ore
treatment.

Mn. THoMAS: This was a newdeparture.
Mnt. HASTLE: It was undoubtedly

a new departure. He did not know of
more than three or four successful
smelters of copper ore in the whole of
Australia. Before any one could be sure
we should be justified in going into this
venture, we required to be guided almost
entirely by expert advice. He did not
think for a moment the people at Ravens-
thorpe should not be helped, but he had
nothing to show hip that the people
there were any better than the prospectors
in any other part of the country. It was
obvious that we should not entirely depend
upon everything that was said by the
member for Dundas, because if requests
were made to members by electors in
ten or twelve different centres who wished
public batteries placed there, how many
would have the courage to come forward
and openly tell the exact truth ?'
It was doubtful whether many people
would stand the test; and probably the
hon. member was not a better authority
than other goldfields mnemn'bers. Pass the
amendment; take first-class expert advice
lbefore entering on this undertaking; and
let the member for Dundas recognise
that during this and the previous session
he had done at least his owvn share of
advertising his constituency.

Mn. 0. 3. MORAN (West Perth):
The unanimity of the goldfields members
on all matters affecting mining interests
was remarkable. Hardly had the mover
and the Minister for Mines concluded
their speeches than the member for
Kanowna attempted to squelch the
motion; and no matter what might he
the subject affecting goldfields interests,
bon. members were always at a loss to

ascertain the opinion of the goldflelds
because of the different views taken by
their representatives, Here the Minister
had reduced. a substantive motion to a
proposal to do nothing, supported by the
member for Kanowna. The amendment
was meaningless.

TH[E MINISTER F'OR MINES: The mover
was willing to accept it.

Ma. MORAN: That did not alter the
facts. The Mines Department Should
not wait for the instruction of the Hoiuse
before considering the advisableness of
improving mining conditions. Carry the
amendment, and no more would be heard
of the subject this Session. The Govern-
nment did not wish to face the question of
erecting a smelter; and. their more
sensible course. would have been to with-
draw the offer of a bonus, and to dirop
the matter. The amendment said nothing
about the Minister's making subsequent
proposals to ParliamnentL He was to
simply consider the matter, and there it
would end. The Phillips River district
had been promninently before the public
for years; it was well known to the
Colonial Secretary; and Ministers should
have formulated Some policy, instead of
asking the House to advise them to took
into the advisableness of something else
-- a most lamentable lack of policy, in
keeping with the other actions of the
Government.

TEECOLO NLAL SECR',.TARY (Hun.
W. Kingsmill): The last spealker was no
fairer than usual, having lately developed
a talent, almost amounti ng to genius, for
perverting the utterances of other mem-
bers. In speaking on this subject he
(the Colonial Secretary) felt sonmc
diffidence, having been interested in the
Phillips River field since its inception,
though none could accuse him of having
used his influence in its favour. When
the last speaker accused the Minister for
Mines of moving a meaningless amend-
ment, what the Minister said when
moving it had been left out of considera-
tion-the assurance that one of the first
acts of the State Mining Engineer, who
would arrive in a few weeks, would be to
inspect this field, to find out whether a
smelter should be erected, and, if so,
what kind of smelter. Therefore the
amendment did mean something. Doubt-
less the merits of the field would warrant
the erection of the smelter. Althbough
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precluded from voting on the question,
he (the Colonial Secretary) hoped the
amendment would be carried.

MR. F. ILLING WORTH (Cue):- The
discussion revived memories of a, motion
passed for the erection of &, copper-
smelter at G.eraldton, and of the present
Minister for Mines visiting Northampton
and making strong and encouraging
promises to erect a smelter in that dis-
trict. Though the Minister was then
doubtless sincere, numerous difficulties
appeared to surround the copper-mining
problem, difficulties with regard to the
nature of the ore, the kind of treatment
required in each district, and smelting.
However, if, as the mover said, the people
of the Phillips River district had a three-
years supply of ore,, and were prepared
to repay the cost of the smelter inside two
years, the Government did not stand to
lose; but if the Minister made the initial
error of putting up an unsuitable smelter,
there would be great difficulty in enforc-
ing the guarantee. Moreover, the copper
difficulty could not lie overlooked. If,
when the copper had been reduced to a
certain standard, it then became mnarket-
able so that its value could be immediately
ascertained, the difficulties would not be
so great; but they were serious when it
had to be sent to the London market, the
price varying from £Bu to £45 a ton.
Despite these difficulties, the depart-
mental officers ought to be capable of
deciding, after visiting Northampton and
Phillips River, what kind of liatterv wan
needed, aud whether it was possible to
get smelters which would suit the Phillips
River and the Murchison ores. The first
promise. however, had been made to the
people of the Murchison.

THE MINISsER TOE MINES: The
expert advice was against erecting a
smelter there ; consequently a bonus had
been offered.

MR. ILLINOWOETH: If the report
of the new mining engineer were no
.more reliable than that report, probably
Phillips River wvould not get this
smielter ; but he (BMr. Illingworth) dis-
puted that r- port, acting on informa-
tion from sources quite as reliable as
those from which the report emanated.
He knew nothing about the Phillips
River district, but at the same time he
wanted to impress on the Minister that
he had given a distinct promise to the

Murchison district. Except for the report
of which the Minister spoke, and on
which one did not place much value, the
same conditions existed at the Murchison
and the same opportunities of develop-
ment existed there; therefore the di strict
should have some consideration. The
question of copper was a State question,
and not confined to one part icular district.
If we could add copper to our develop-
ment it was worthy of the consideration
of the Government, and it was worth
taking somne risk to establisb a new
industry in the State. It was time some-
thing practical was done- Twelve months
ago favourable consideration was given to
an application for a smelter at Geraldton
for the beneflt of the Murchison district.
The swelter was not merely for copper,
and if one bad 'been erected it would have
helped the Railway Department ajnd the
country. Copper was a very great stand-
bv in So'uth Australia when the mines
were worked there; and if it could be
demonstrated that there was a district
such as them member for Dundas described,
and he thought it had been confirmed by
reports, the Government ought to take
some responsibiliti of testing the ques-
ion; because if we could establish the

fact of a copper industry here as well as
a gold industry, it would put the State
forward very considerably. It was worth
the expenditure of £10,000 to test the
qtustion and settle it once and for all.
An experiment in this quarter-granted
that it might fail-should be made. The
Phillips River was not the only copper
district, and there ought to be some prac-
tical, real, genuine trial to see if this
industry did exist in our mnidst, and the
Governmen t ought to encourage it. There
was no expenditure that could be more jus-
tilled th an that which proposed to develop
an industry in the country. If the Govern-
meant could afford to spend £10,000 on
fancy works of a doubtful character, it
was worth while spending a little money
now and again to test an important in-
dustry such an the copper industry would
be. Rie took it for granted that what
the Minister meant was that he was
going at once to put an expert in the
Phillips River district, and it that expert
gave satisfactory reports, then the Mlin-
ister would go on and take the necessary
steps to have the industry developed. If
the Minister did not mean that, he was
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drawing a red-herring across the track.
One wanted an assurance from the Gov-
ernment that they were genuine in this
matter. If the report of the expert was
favourable in regard to the Phillips
Rivet field, would an expert be Bent to
the Murchison district to test the field
there?

THE MINISTER POR MINES: It ought
to be inquired into.

M.%R. ILIjNGWORTH: The Mur-
chison field had not had a fair chance.
A single report which had been sent in
was not sufficient on which to base a
decisive reply. He wanted to impress on
the Government the desirability of test-
ing both the iron and copper deposits,
and if he believed the Government were
sinicre he would support the amendment.

DR. HICKS (Roebourne): The dis-
trict which be represented had a copper
field in it. One copper mine in that
district had sent away 5,000 tons of
copper ore which bad averaged fully 25
per cent, of copper, and there were two or
three other mines in that district which
bad sent away very nearly 2,000 tons.

Inoeyear alone one ine sent away
2,000 tons of copper which realised a net
profit of £80,000. If there was any
necessity for a smelter for the Phillips
River district, surely there was a neces-
sity for a smelter for the Roebourne dis-
trict. Although this large amount of
copper had been exported by the mine he
bad mentioned, there was still a little
stone left at grass. At the present time
he thought there were 10,000 tons at
grass, which would average from 7 to 10
per cent. Not only that, but there was a
large quantity of iron in the muine
itself that wouild do for all reduction
purposes. If in the Pbillips River dis-
trict there had been such a large profit
as represented by the member for Dundas,
why was not a smelter put up by private
enterprise ? Copper, as far as he under-
stood, occurred in bunches and the deeper
it went down it decreased in grade; and
that might be the reason a smelter had not
been erected by private enterprise. The
member for Dundas had said that in the
Phillips River district there were some
4,000 tons at grass, which would average

16prcent.; but in estimating, a man
did not go under the mark. The whole
point was whether a smelter would pay.
The State did not wish to lose money in

smelting, but if a swelter would make a
payable proposition there was no reason
why a smelter should not be erected.
Copper to be treated in Adelade cost
something like 35s. per ton.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: More
than that.

DR. HICKS: That was the amount
returned to him.

THE COLONIAL SECETARY: The
charge was two guineas, and two per cent.

DR. HICKS: The cost averaged 30s.
to £3, but the work could be done for
about 35s. per ton. In addition to that,
in buying on the assay value the pur-
chaser made a reduction varying from 1
to 11 per cent. ; that was X1 to 30s. per
ton put on the price of the returning
charge. The cost under present con-
ditions was over £3 a kin to treat the
ore. In the Wallaroo district of South
Australia it cost about £8 s., and there
the conditions were of Lhe best.

Ma. THOMAS: That was the returning
charges.

DR. HICKS: Companies took oft
from 1 to 3 per Cent. from the assay
value because that amount of copper was
lost when smelting. If the cost of smelt-
ing the copper was £3 5s. per ton in
Wallaroo, to treat it in the Phillips River
district the cost would not be uinder £4
per ton.

Ma: THOMAS: Did not the Walleroo
Company make a profitP

DR. HICKS: Not many smelting
companies were in a flourishing condition
at present. The cost of treatment of ore
depended on many factors. In the first
place, one had to consider whether the
character of the ore was fluxing or non-
fluxing. A 30-ton swelter, which meant
a smelter capable of putting through in
24 hours a 30-ton charge of ore, flux, and
coke necessary to render the ore fluid,
might, if the ore was fluxing, deal with
26 tons of ore in a day; but if the ore
contained from 10 to 20 per cent. of
silica, the quantity of copper ore might
be reduced to 15 tons, and the cost
would thus be practically doubled. The
district should be inspected not by a.
mining engineer but by a metallurgist.
Those familiar with copper-mining knew
that a man who did not gratsp the
whole environment of a smelting propo-
sition might easily lose one or two per
cent. of copper, which represented Some-
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thing considerable in a large daily output.
Mr. Kiug had not visited the Phillips
River district, but had given a report
based on certain information and on
samples supplied to him. That report
inclined not to a blast furnace, but to a
reverberatory. The undertaking was
rather one for private enterprise than for
the Government. If the proposition were
sound, Messrs. Bewick, Moreing, and
Company would not hesitate for five
minutes to buy out the leaseholders. In
his opinion the minimum cost of smelt-
ing the ore was "4 per ton, and that
meant eight percent. ore. Copper ore, as
the workings went down, became reduced
in grade; and if the Phillips River mines
were att present producing 25 per
cent. ore, it was certain that when
they were down 100 feet the ore would
be reduced to 10 per cent. At present
prices, miuing and everything else had to
be done for £1 per ton; and therefore
the proposition was impracticable from
beginning to end. The biggest copper
mines in the world were low-grade
propositions. The Lake Superior mine
went only three per cent., the Rio Tinto
in Spain went hardly three per cent., and
Mt. Lyell went about 2 per cent.

MRt. THOMAS: And did not the Mt.
Lyell people smielt?

ton would be required. He opposed the
motion.

ME. W. D. JOHNSON (Kalgoorlie):
Though ready to assist prospectors
wherever possible, he could not regard
the arguments adduced in support of the
motion as sufficient. The report of Mr.
Kiug. the expert, on the field had not
been favourable.

MR. TifoMAs: That gentleman had
never seen the Phillips River district,
but had reported only onL the establish-
ment of a smelter.

THE PREMIER: Mr. lug reported on
the establishment of a smelter, but Saw
samples from the field.

Tag MINISTER FOR MINES: Mr. Klug
made a report based on a geological
report and on samples.

MR. JOHNSON: No matter how long
the agitation for this smelter continued,
the House would not be justified in pass-
ing the motion without farther inquiry.
The agitation for this smelter seemed
much on a pa with certain utterly
unjustifiable agitations for the erection
of public batteries. While prepared to
support the amendment, he hoped that
the reports to be obtained would bring
us to some finality, and that we should
enjoy a little peatce. The member for
Dundas seemed to be actuated not so

at, Phillips River would be nothing like a ytedsr oavrietePilp
the smelting at Mt. Lyel], the ore of Ri ve dirt dets tePilp
which contained sulphur and thus sup- RIv itit
plied fuel for its own combustion. These IME. Tnons rose to a point of order.
conditions did not obtain at Phillips IWas the member for Kalgoorlie in order
River. i in imputing motives, and in stating that

A]it. THomAS: How did the hon. memn- a member spoke in this House not to
her know that ? advance any particular object, but merely

DR. HICKS: If such was the case the to advertise a district?
hon. member should have given the THn SPEAKER: The hon. member was
information. While in favour of assist- certainly not in order in imputing
ing miners everywhere, he considered motives to any other hion. member.
that the project advocated in the motions MR. JOHNSON: It would be out of
would be best achieved by offering mn. order, he understood, to impute motives.
ducements to private enterprise to under- He would support the amendment in the
take the work. A bonus of £21 per ton hope that the obtaining of expert
for a year would mean at most an outlay Ievidence would mean that we should
of £7,000. It was all very well to say arrive at finality.
that the Government could put up at MR. A. E. THOMAS (in reply): The
smelter for two or three thousand amendment moved by the Minister for
pounds; but the cost of working and Mines met with his entire approval, and
maintenance would range between £560 he intended to withdraw his motion in its
and £70 per day, since about 30 men at favour. The member for Kalgoorlie
10s. or l29. per day and a daily con- (Mr. Johnson) haod once before had the
sumption of five tons of coke at £5 per Iimpertinence to say -
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T~e SPEAKER: The hon. member
should not make use of that expression.

Mu. THOMAS said he would withdraw
the word " impertinence." The hon.
member had imputed false motives to
other members, and he (Mr. Thomas)
had risen to a point of order and obtained
the Chairman's ruling against the mem-
ber for Kalgoorlie. Once more he had
to do so, and he hoped that these two
occasions would be a lesson to the mem-
ber for Kalgoorlie, and that in the future
he would not insist, whenever he stood
lip in this Chamber, in imputing false
motives to everyone in the House, with
the exception perhaps of himself. The
bon. member said there was no warranty
for the erection of a smelter, but admitted
he was entirely ignorant of the subject,
and that he had never taken the trouble
to read the papers. He asserted that
this matter had repeatedly been before
the House during the session. That he
(Mr. Thomas) absolutely denied. It had
not been brought before the House at all
by him. Several deputations bad waited
on the Minister, and anyone who read
the papers would see that the utmost
any deputation ever asked the Minister for
Mines to do was to take the earliest
opportunity to send an independent expert
to the district to see whether the ore ]ustl-
fled the erection of a smelter or not, and
if it did, what sort of a swelter was
required. He repudiated every insinuat-
tion the member for Kalgoorlie had
thrown out. In regard to the cost of the
plant, the Minister hail said it would
amount to the sum of X10,000 or X12,000
to erect. He (Mr. Thomas) had tried to
find what the cost would be of a plant
similartothat erected at PortAugusta,the
Government smelter in South Australia.
The price quoted for everything complete
by the Australian Metal Company in
Melbourne was £950 fob, at Adelaide.
He wired to know what the cost of erec-
tion would be beyond that, and they
wired back that it would be about X300.
Then there were freight, duty and haulage,
so he contended that instead of the cost
of a 30-ton smelter being from £10,000
to.£12,000, the whole job could be done
for £2,000.

Tnx MINIsTER roRMiwss: TheGovern-
went offered £1,500 as a bonus.

MR. THOMAS: The member for Roe-
bourne (Dr. Hicks) bad stated that the

matter was one for pivate members
to take up; but he (Mr. Thomas) pointed
out that no one outside the member for
the district and the gentleman from
Southern Cross to whom he had referred
had been in the district. The district
was almost inaccessible. The gentleman
to whom be referred strongly recom-
mended his company to take up the
leases and go in for a smelter themselves.
He did not know whether the company
were prepared to follow that advice or
not. He took the samples and gave the
Minister half, and the Minister was
satisfied they showed the lease cn-
taied good, valuable copper ore. He
was glad to receive the assurance of the
Minister to-night that if the State Min-
ing Engineer went into that district and
reported, and his report was favourable,
aind the ore there would warrant the
erection of something to get it out, a
smelter would be erected in that district;
and he was also glad to know from the
tone of the debate that not only would
that be done there, but that anywhere
where there waA a warranty, whether in
Roebourne, the Mv urchison, Northampton,
or anywhere else, if there was ainy ore of
any kind to be treated, the Government,
in order to let the prospectors obtain
the most out of their holdings, were pre-
pared to give them, after ineedn
iniquiry, the wherewithal to work their
leases. He was glad also that protection
would be given to the leases pending
inquiry. He had much pleasure in
withdn-wing the motion..

THE SPEARER: The hon. member had
better not withdraw the motion, for, if he
dlid so, the amendment could not be put.

Amendment put and passed, and the
motion as amended agreed to.

MOTION-TUART TIMBER LANDS, TO
PURCHASE.

MR. A. E. THOMAS (Dundas)
moved:

That, in the opinion of this Houseinview
of the great value of tuart timber in this
State, the Government should acuire, by
purchase or otherwise, any large tract of such
timber land within measurable distance of any
State railway.
He said: This is a question upon which
there has been a considerable amount of
discussion for a long time past. Every-
one recognises the 'alue of this tuart
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timber. I think everyone will agree that
it is the finest hardwood in kustralasia,
if not in the world, and also that the
amount of tuart timber in Western Aus-
tralia is very limited. It is extremely
useful in the carpentry trade, for wagons
and for any purposes of that sort, and for
that reason I would like to see some
steps taken whereby the Government
may secure to this State any tuart
timber available. On the broad issue I
would like also to see other timbers pro-
tected, inasmuch as the Government
should reserve some State forests of the
various sorts of timber. But in regard
to this tuart timber, I do not know
whether there are any areas of it avail-
able at a cheap price or whether there are
not. I propose this motion so that
inquiries can be made, and made at the
earliest possible moment. if there are
any areas of suitable tuart timber within
measurable distance of our railways, and
these can be acquired by purchase or
otherwise at a reasonable rate, I hope the
Government will make those inquiries as
soon as possible so as to enable Lis, if we
can, to secure to this State any tuart
timber that may be there. I have much
pleasure in moving the motion standing
in my name.

ME. T. HAYWARD (Sunbury): I
think before the House decides such an
important question as this, we should
have all possible information placed before
us; and with that object in view, I
propose the following amendment:

That the debate on this question be
adjourned for fourteen days; that in the
meantime a return be obtained showing the
quantity of tuart timber used by the Govern-
ment during the last two years; also the
quantity of me timber now growing on the
Stirling Estate, which has recently been pur-
chased t-y the Government.

MRt. F. 0. MONGER (York): I would
like to know exactly what the question
now before the House is.

THE SPEAKER: It Seems to Me to be
rather a complicated question. I do not
know that the amendment can be put in
that form, till I see it.

Mu. HAYWARD: I will withdraw
the latter portion of my amendment, and
simply move that this debate be adjourned
for fourteen days. To-morrow I wifll
move for the other information.

Motion (adjournment) put and passed.

REPORT-RESIDENTIAL AREAS, KAL-
G00ORIE.

On motion by MR. RESIDE, ordered:
I"That a copy of the Government
Geologist's report re extension of the
Williamstown Residential Areas, near
Kalgoorlie, be laid on the table of this
House."

MOTION- OERALDTON-TO-FRtEMANTLE
STEAMER SERVICE, SUBSIDY.

Mn. R. D3. HUTCHINSON (Gerald-
ton) moved:

That, in the opinion of this House. the
Government should consider the advisableness
of subsidising a weekly steamer between Ere-
Mantle and Geraldton.
He said: Throughout the Geraldton and
Murchison districts there has been for
some time past an agitation for better
steamer communication between Fre-
mantle and Geraldton. At present, some-
times three or four steamers will call in
one week at Geraldton, and then for
Several weeks we do not have an v there
at all; consequently, traders are compelled
to have the greater portion of their goods
carried over tbe Midland railway. If
they could depend on regular steamship
communication, they would be able to
order their goods as required, and could
depend on getting them. Now all goods
have to be carried over the Midland line
at a far greater expense than would be
incurred by sea. In addition, the traffic
going to and from the Murchison district
has to pass over the same railway.
Second-class passengers have to pay for
the single journey 5s. l~d. more than
they would have to pay for a journey of
the same distance on a Government line,
and for the return journey 8s. 9d. more;
and as the agreement of the Government
with the Midland Company provides that
the fares shall not be in excess of those
charged on Government lines, this fact
should itself induce the Murchison mem-
hers, at any rate, to support the motion
and urge on the Government the advis-
ableness of subsidising a steamner to
Geraldton, not for the benefit of the
Geraldton people only, but the benefit of
the Murchison people also. I am asking
only that the Government should consider
the advisableness of this subsidy; Ilam not
attempting to tie the hands of the Govern-
ment. To meet the requirements of the
traffic, I think there would be needed a
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steamer of at least SOOtons burden,capable
of providing accommodation for, say, 30
saloon and 45 second-class or steerage
passengers. For the single journey the
saloon fares should not exceed 30s. each,
and the steerage 20s., while the rate for
freight should not exceed 10s. per ton.
And I believe, if the Government con-
sider this question, they will find it
would not be necessary to pay the bonus
for more than one year; because the
trade would be so well established by
that time that the company or person
running the steamer would he satisfied
to continue the undertaking on its merits.
Moreover I do not think it would be
neeessary to provide more than £2,000
to carry out the object I have in view.

MR. T. HAYWARD (Bunbury): I
second the motion.

THE TREASURER (Hon. J. Oar-
diner): I may say this question of
subsidising a steamer to trade between
Fremantle and Geraldton has been
engaging the attention of the Govern-
ment, and we are now making inquiries
to ascertain exactly what arrangements
can be made to give to Geraldton, and
as a result to tbe districts of Murchison
and Cue, a regular means of steam
conmmunication between Geraldtou and
Fremantle, I believe it is the regularity
of the service that is the great necessity.
I feel sure we all recognise that Gerald-
ton, with a railway passing its door,
frequently sees a large proportion of its
trade going over a very unfriendly line.

MR. MORLN: Have you considered the
Federal aspect of this questionV Is it
competent to subsidise a steamer?

TnE TREASURER: That is a ques-
tion we can easily settle. The existence
of this hostile railway has for years,
judging from the reports of debates in
this House, been a very sore point indeed
with the Murchison people; consequently,
whether we Like it or not, we are forced
to try to assist the trade of the Murchison,
and benefit the port of Geraldtou also, as
quickly and conveniently as possible. The
Government will go thoroughly into this
matter; and if we are convinced it will be in
the best interests of this State, of the port
of Geraldton, and of the Murchison fields,
to have direct over-sea communication
between the two ports, then we shall put
a sum on the Estimates for that purpose,
to enable the House to discuss the matter

more fully than is possible on an abstract
motion.

MR. P. STONE (Greenough): I have
pleasure in supporting the motion, which
I do not think will cause the Govern-
ment any loss. On the contrary, they
will have a to gain, for they will, in the
first place, receive 7s. a ton for wharfage
-that is, 3s. 6d. at each end-which
income would nearly amount, in the course
of a year, to what the Government would
have to pay by way of subsidy. Last
year we paid in fares to the Midland line
£21,770; and, to -a great extent, that
expenditure would be saved if there were
a regular steamer service.

Ma. 0. J. MORAN (West Perth): If
this question is tio be considered by the
Government, I would beg them not to
confine their attention to Geraldton.
The one great thing required to popu-
]arise our magnificent North- West dis-
tricts, up as far as Kimberley, is such
a scheme as this, if it can be carried out;
and I am not so sure bow the Federal
law will affect this proposal. I should
not like to say whether the Government
have or have not the power which it is
sought to exercise. They may have it,
because the trade will be between two
ports in our own State; but if the inter-
State commission come in, we shall flndr
we are subsidising- one highway against
another; and that may lead to our being
accused of subsidising a Western Aus-
tralian product at the expense of some
other product. This is a very big ques-
tion, and will have to be carefully
approached. One of the circumstances I
noticed when r went to the North of this
country, as far as Derby, was the ab-
normal charge for passenger fares from
here to any port of our own coast ; and
believing as I do in the vast possibilities
and the great riches stored up for our
use in the North-West of this State,
any-thing which may ever be brought
forward for the benefit of the North and
North-West will receive my heartiest
suplport. We have, in the North-West.
a country capable of carry' ing a popu-
lation larger than the whole popu-
lation of the State at the present time;
and the greatest drawbacks to the whole
of the northern part of the country are
the bad steamer arrangements, the
monopoly that exists -and it is a
monopoly-the very bad arrangements
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for wharfage, and! the tremendously high
passenger fares, almost prohibiting a
poor man from going to the North-West,
which is, after all, a. poor man's country,
and the best poor man's country in Aus-
tralia. I ask the Government to extend
their inquiries, and to consider whether
they have power to) deal with State ship-
ping between port and port ; and let the
inquiry as to the advisableness, as to the
scope, of the subsidy extend from Fre-
mantle round to Derby and Wyndhamn.
And if anything is to be done by way of
subsidy, let that subsidy be given not
for the benefit of a port next-door, which
anyone can reach now at a fairly reason-
able cost ; let it not be given merely
because there is an Obstacle Of at private
railway in the way. Let that inquiry be
statesmanlike and comprehensive, cover-
ing the traffic between here and the
North-West, where there will be an
outlet for our population, and whence
the whole of our meat supply must come
for all time. This is a question worthy
the consideration of any Government.
The fact that this motion is essentially
an attempt to bring some pressure to
bear on the Midland Company meets with
my hearty approval. Anything which
will bring that cornpany to a. proper
frame of mind, and protec this country
against the company, I shiall support all
the time. Two years ago I moved a
motion which would have brought that
company to its knees long since, and I
could not get a, seconder in this Chamber.
I moved that an absentee land tax be
imposed on that company, and that a
thorough overhaul of its accounts he
made; and I could not get a seconder.

MR. ILLINGwoRTH: The same motion
was passed in Committee.

Ma. MORAN: On the occasion to
which I refcr, I could not get a seconder.
I was severely rebuked by Sir John
Forrest; and that rebuke was tacitly
accepted by other members, either because
of their timidity or for some other
reason. I am glad to support a motion
of this kind, for the subsidiary reas3on
that it will in some way give us a. weapon
wherewith we can attack this octopus,
the Midland Railway Company, which
does not deserve any such sum as a
million pounds, probably not more than
half a million, for ifs railway. There is
a subsidiary reason for voting for this

motion; and I do not mind candidly
confessing that it is a blow at the Mid-
land Company. At the same time, I wish
the Government to make this a. eompre-
hensive inquiry into the whole question
of a trade route to the North-West.

AIn. F. ILLINOWOUTH (Cue): I
desire to express satisfaction, on behalf
of the Murchison district, at the remarks
of the Treasurer. I understand that
steps have been already taken, and it is
his intention to put a sum of money on
the Estimates, for the purpose of sub-
sidising a steamer to Geraldton. It is a.
matter in) which miy constituents and the
whole of the Murchison people are very
deeply interested; it is, of course, our
desire that a large proportion of our
goods should come by sea ; and in conse-
quence of the want of a. regular steamer
service, those goods have to come by rail.
For that reason I am plea-sed to learn
that the Treasurer has already taken
steps in the direction in which the bon.
member is moving. I have pleasure in
supporting the motion, though I think it
unnecessary, seeing we have the Trea-
surer's assurance that something is a-bout
to be done.

Question put and pased.

MOTION-FOOD DUTIES, TO ABOLISH.

Debate resumed from the 3rd Septem.-
ber, on motion by Mr. Hastie, " That all
inter-State duties on butter, cheese, eggs,
bacon, hams, potatoes, onions, and flour
should be immediately abolished."

'THE TREASURER (Hon. J. Gar-
diner): I think the member for Kanowna
is certainly to be congratulated upon the
manner in which he laid his case before
the House. I do not propose to deal
with the question very much, other than
from a. financial standpoint and the
manner in which it affects the Treasury;
but it is a question that has been
undoubtedly interwoven with the ques-
tion of federation, and in consequence I
can, in common fairness, put the case
with regard to the food duties before the
House. No one will say for a moment
that on the question of federation I did
not take an active part; therefore, as far
as I am concerned, I can speak with a
fair amnount, of authority. The cry we
took to the country was "the Bill, the
whole Bill, and nothing but the Bill; "

LASSEMBLY.3 Pood Duties.
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that was practically our platform, and the
member for West Perth will bear me out
in that, because we were on opposite
sides.

Mu. MORA&N: You are getting the Bill
now, are you not?

THE TREASURER: That was the
decision; the people accepted the Bill as
a whole. There is no doubt about that.

MR.. STOWE: Now we are paying for it.
THE TREASURER: Probably we

should have been paying the duties if
the Bill had not been accepted-the Bill
as a whole-and it is now said that several
members of the House were to a great
extent instrumental 'in persuading the
people to accept that Bill. Having
accepted that Bill as a whole, we must
resist and strenuously object to its
attenation in any way. Clause 95 practi-
cally confirme d and also provided
for the eventual removal, so far as the
federated States were concerned, of the
food duties, because it limits the time
of the operation. Many members may
remember that previously strong endea-
yours were made in this House, and
outside of it, to remove the duties;
but without avail. I venture to say that
if there haod been no federation it would
have taken an immense amount of power
to remove those duties, for the reason
that those duties are an easily collectable
tax, and consequently no Treasurer and
no Government of which he is a member
will be in a hurry to remove duties so
easily collectable and so easy to put one's
hands on. We come to the question of
the shortness of supplies, dealt with by
the member for K1anown. T am sure
all will agree that not only in Western
Australia but throughout the whole of
Australia this is a state of things which
we very much deplore. The cost of Hyving
has gone up very much here, and it has
also gone up very much in all the other
States, which is principally due to the
great drought that has prevailed through-
out Australia.

Ma. HASTE: Is that a reason for
makting it higher?

THE TREASURER: All over the
Australian States at the present time
certain food supplies are very scarce in-
deed. In fact, in making the pre-budget
or ante-budget speech of the Premier of
Victoria, he stated that Sir William
McMillan, of New South Wales, cal-

culated that the droughts in Australia
had resulted in the loss of no less a sum
than £2130,000,000 capital, so great had
been this devastation. The member for
Kanowna wishes to show that the great
expense of living at the present time is
due entirely, or almost entirely' , to the
operation of the food duties. I would
like to point out that in the other States
they, are feeling the stress just as much
as we are. The large importations which
are coming in to one State or another, so
far as the other States are concerned -
butter, cheese, fruit, vegetables, and flour
-are coming from New Zealand into the
federated States ; so that in this parti-
cular the other States are suffering just
as much as we are. It is quite possible
that if we remove these duties at this
time we would not achieve the end
desired to so great an extent as the
member for Hanowna desires, and for a
simple reason. Take a line 'such as butter
and cheese. I cannot givb the tonnage;
because it is not given in the return, but
the amount of duty will, to a certain
extent, guide us. Under the tariff we
only receive £14551 in duty on these
articles from the other States, and we
received in duty £222,692 on these articles
obtained from places outside the Corn-
nionwealth, practically New Zealand that
is.

MRt. HorxiNs: For what period?
THE TREASURER: The £14,551 is

for six* months, and the £222,592 for
8S. months, from the 9th of October,
1901, to the B0th June, 1902. Then we
also find that in regard to potatoes, evdn
New South Wales is receiving potatoes
frdm New Zealand or from other States ;'
and so on in regard to other leading
lines. On fruit and vegetables, New
South Wales is receiving duty to the
amount of £40,046. Consequently that
will show the high cost of -living het'e
is due to scarcity as much possibly as to
the duty. It is the same scarcity all
over Australia. I am only going to deal
with this subject as the late Treasurer
dealt with it, practically from the financial
aspect of the case. It is the duty, I
think, and the House will acknowledge
that it is so, of the Treasurer as far a"
possible to guard the revenjue of the
Treasury chest. It does happen -there

are big items of policy that the Govern-
ment say must be carried out, but so far
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as the Treasurer is individually con-
cerned, he has to resent as far as pos-
sible every attempt to take from him
his revenue, unless those whbo propose that
are prepared to suggest other means to
raise that revenue, or perit himn to keep
down his expenditure in proportion.

MR. HOPKNuS: Certainly ; keep it
down.

THEx TREASURER: I will come to
that directly. The result of the motion
of the member for Kanowna would prac-
tically he to take away f ront, the Treasurer
about £70,000 for the 8j- monthis of the
year. In addition we know, that when
the sliding scale comes in, even if the
motion be not carried, we shall lose some-
thing like from £65,000 to £70,000 for
the same time.

MR. Puanss: Not on these items.
TH4E TREASURER: Pardon me: I

know what I am talking about, and the
late Treuisurer will tall you that I am
quoting what is certainly correct.

Mn. Moiwq: That would be about
£100,000 per annum.

Tanu TREASURER: Whenever one is
talking of figures it would be a6 kindness
if members would let me just put my
views forward, and if I do not put
matters clearly and concisely, let members
ask me and I will try to enlighten
them; hut when I amn talking of figures,
interruptions disturb the current ofone's
thoughts. Let me say again, if the
member for Kanowna's motion is carried
we shall lose £70,000 for the 81 months.
The member for Kanowna, made it
£90,000 for 12 mionthis, so that we are
not much out there. The Collector of
Customs estimates that for the year there
will be a loss on account of thie spirit
duty, and the operation of the sliding
scale, of £8,000; consequently if we
take the £970,000 and the operation of
the sliding scale, the Treasurer will lose
as a result of the member for Kanowna's
motion and the other operations about
£120,000 for the current year.

MA. MORNa: A. good job too.
THEi TREASURER: We know our

obligations in London have been in-
creased, so far as the sinking fund and
interest are concerned, to £102,000. 1
have got to find that amount. That is a
liability I know of, and I have to faceit with
practically £120,000 less to pay with.
That is, I shall practicaliv, in this year's

transactions, he about £220,000 short. It
can easily be conceded that under these
circumstances T have a right to carefully
guard against any encroachments on the
revenue. I know I can finance, so far as
the revenue is concerned, even these
obligations, facing the reduction caused
by bringing the duty on spirits dlown to
th Commonwealth standard and also the
sliding scale notwithstanding. So far I
can see ahead of me, and I can manage
to finance.

MR. ILnLixoWOaRT: Whabt about
public works ?

Two TREASURER : It may bie
argued that I have'a surplus on the two
months of £90,000; but the late Trea-
surer kuows very well that so far as the
mionth of July is concerned youi can
never rely on the estimate of expenditure
as giving auy criterion of a future sur-
plus. And notwithstanding all the per-
sonal efforts-for I have not left these
matters to unuder- secretaries or anyone
of the kind, I have tried to grapple with
this matter personally-I am satisfied, so
far as the expenditure of this country is
concerned, that for the list two months the
expenditure that could be charged to
these two months has not been properly
debited up. The outside public think T
have a surplus, and I have tried to get
the figures in, hut it is ahsolutely known
that the proper expenditure for those two
months has not been fully debited.
The mnember for Cue (Mr. Illiugworth)
said that he knew of several instances
where large sumis of £10,000 could be
saved on the Estimates. [hbave tackled
the Estimates with a heart and without
the slightest compas4sion or the slighitest
sentiment, and I shall indeed be glad if
the member for Cue, when the Estimates
are before the House, can point out
where a saving can be effected to the
extent of £10,000. The reason why the
Estimates are not on the table now is
because we have been honestly going into
them to see how much we can save. We
find it is rather too late anl hour in the
day to make a saving because we are
already into the new year; hut we are
honestly trying to effect a saving so that
we mayt be in a better position to finance
our engagements. And anyone who
thinks seriously of the financial position
of this country may be assured of the
fact that to finance the whole of our

to Abolish.[ASSEMBLY.)
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obligations ahead of us is no light task.I
I am absolutely certain of the future of 1
this country, I am absolutely certain
that our resources will enable us to
meet all our obligations fufly and
faithfully;i but I cannot do it, and
the House cannot expect me to do
it. if irresponsible members of the
House bring down motions to reduce that
revenue by £70,000 or £80,000 in one
fell swoop. These duties will come off
on the 9th October, or at half-past four
on the 8th, but practically on the 9th
October they come off, and we have to
face, whether we like it or not, the auto-
uatie sliding scale depreciation, which
for the year the Collector of Customs
estimates at something like £286,000.

Mn. ILLINOWvOR:- Nearer £100,000.
THiE TREASURER: I am certain the

Collector of Customs is under the
estimate, and I quite 'agree with the
member for Cue, because the reduction
of the duties must have an effect on the
duties now being paid on other lines. It
is easy indeed for members to suggest
that we should practically give up this
revenuie. But I do think when hon.
members make suggestions to give up
revenue, they should be in a position to
advise she Treasurer what they think is
a wise course for him to adopt to make
up the revenue. I wonder whether the
member for Kanowna can offer any
suggestion as to how I shall meet the
interest and sinking fund on the Cool-
gardie Water Scheme, amounting to
£2150,000 for this year? I have numbers
of suggestions as to how my revenue shall
be taken away, but I have not heard a
single suggestion worth mentioning as to
how my revenue shall be made up.

'AI. HlOPKNxS: You have too much
revenue already; that is the trouble.

THn TREASURER: It is quite pos-
sible thatt I have too much revenue
already. That is; a very nice cue, inas-
much as it enables the Treasurer to repl y
that there are in this House members
who think he hats too much revenue, and
that so long as we persist in that position
so long must we have extortionate-if I
may use the word-taxation. If the
House insists that we shall get down to
the bed-rock of government, that we
shall consider only those things which
are directly productive so far as the
State is concerned, no man will be

happier than myself; but, so far as I can
see, the people of this country come to
the Government for Pvery kind of thing
they want; and therefore, whilst we levy
extortionate taxation on the pockets of
the people, it is to be remembered that
we give back to them a large amount of
that taxation in the shape of conveniences
and works the cost of which otherwise
must naturally be met out of their
private funds. The Government make
some return, undoubtedly. Do Govern-
ments elsewhere give to the people privi-
leges suech as are given by the Government
of Western Australia ? Those privileges,
I say, 'would elsewhere be regarded as aL
legitimate tax on the private pocket of the
individual. Therefore, as soon as members
come down with a concrete proposition] On
this head they will have no heartiersupport
than mine. In the circumstances, how-
ever, seeing that 1 hold in the first place
that a compact was entered into, seeing
also that I feet it would he unawise in
view of our financial obligations to per-
writ of anything being done to disturb
the revenue which the Government have
plotted out, and seeing farther that it is
undesi rable to interfere with or take awaby
taxation on which the Government are
relyig to do certain works and to meet
certain obligations. I shall certainly vote
against the motion (of the memiber for
Kanownla.

MR. W. M. PURRISS (Perth):. It
would appear thai. the objections to the
motion are comprised tinder three heads.
We have beard a great deal concerning
these objections before, when the subject
was debated on the Address-in -Reply,
and when a simiflar motion Was Moved
during last session. The first objection
advanced is that a compact was entered
into at the time the Commonwealth Bill
was referred to the peole of this State.
That compact has been freely stated in
the .e terms, that in consideration of the
representatives of the agricultural dis-
tricts agreeing io assist the goldfields
residents and the resideznts of urban dis-
tricts on the coeast to carry the Common-
wealth Bill, the taxation on products of
this State should niot be interfered with.
That is to say, it is claimed that there
was a mutual agreement between what
sonyv be called the agricultural party on
the one hand, aid the goldfields .and
coastal urban populations on the other
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hanid. I know nothing of the compact,
of which indeed I had never heard
until this question was raised last session.,
If, however, such a compact was made,
how was that compact kept? I think I
shall clearly show-I have previously
shown clearly--that the compact was not
kept by the agricultural party. At the
referendum, the Beverley district cast 86
votes for the Commnonwealth Eill, and
415. against it. The member for Beverley
(Mr' Harper) has previously referred, and
will no doubt again refer in the course of
this debate, to the compact. However,
that bon. member publicly spoke against
the Commonwealth Bill, and presumably
he voted against it. That was his method
of keeping the compact. Is it fair, there-
fore, on the part of that representative of
an agricultural district to talk about
keeping a, compact when his district gave
only 86 votes in favour of the Bill and
415 against it? The hon. member is a
leading man in the Beverley district, and
he spoke on the public platform against.
the acceptance of the Bill. At Bunbary
493 persons voted yes and 802 no. Was
that keeping the compact? Had we
depended on the votes of the agricultural
districts we should not have been in the
Commonwealth to-day.

MR. JAcoBy: Great pity we are in.
Ma. PURKISS: Greenough, another

agricultural district, cast 18 votes for the
Bill. and 411 against. Irwin cast 34 votes
in the affirmative and 310 in the negative.
The Moore district gave 65 in favour of
the Bill and 463 against it.

MR. MORAN: Good old Moore!
MR. PURKISS: The Murcihison dis-

trict cast 26 votes yes and 221 no; the
A urray district;469 yes and 674 no. The
Northam district gave 573 votes yes and
833 votes no. The member for N4orthain
(Hon. G-. Throssell) will, no doubt, refer
to this alleged compact; but that hon.
member spoke against the Bill, and no
doubt voted against it, assisting to swell
the ,majority of 833 noes. Toodyav, a
district represented by a gentleman who
was supposed to have entered into the
compact, gave 75 in favour of the Bill
and 598 agist it. The member for
Toodyay (Mr.Quinilan), be it noted, spoke
against the entry of this State into the
Commonwealth, and presumably voted
against the Bill. The Williams district
gave 218 votes in favour of the Bill and

749 against, it. The member for the
Williams (Hon. F. H. Piesse) is the
leading man of the district, and he spoke
on the public platform against the entry
of this State into the Commonwealth, and
presumably he voted against the Bill.

HON. F. H. PlisE:s But I would not
vote for secession now.

MR. PURKISS: At York 139 votes
were in favour of the Bill, and 670
against it. The member for York (Mr.
Monger) spoke against our entry into
federation, and presumably voted no.
And still we hear about this compact,
which plainly could not possibly have
been kept, since we find a very small
minority in the agricultural districts
voting in favour of the Bill and a very
large majority voting against it. I repeat,
I know nothing about the compact, and
was not a party to it; but I maintain
that a compact, if made, was not kept.
Again, it is urged by members from
agriclurldistricts that the ditties should
he reandas protection. I invite the
kind attention of bon. members to the
enormous loading which all foreign pro-
ducts of the nature mentioned in the
motion of the member for Kanowna have
to bear. I have taken quotations from
last Saturday's Melbourne Argue and
compared them with the quotations in the
Morning Herald and the West Auistralian.
The local quotations were obtained from
the various produce merchants of Perth,
including the firm of which the member
for the Williams (Hon. F. H. Piesse) is
head. I find prime Gippsland, New
Zealand, and Tasmanian potatoes were
quoted in Melbourne at £25 per ton;
Western Australian potatoes were quoted
at £10 per ton. This shows that the
potatoes from the other States are loaded
by artificial and natural protection to the
extent of 50 per cent. The Melbourne
price of butter was Is. 7d. lb., the price
of Perth butter being 2s. 2d.

HoN. F. H. PirnssE: How much of the
difference would the duty represent ?

Mn. FURKISS: Prime bacon was
quoted in Melbourne at 8d. lb., whilst
in Perth bacon was quoted at Is. I'd.
lb. Another loading of 50 per cent.
Hamn was quoted in Melbourne at 10d.,
and at is. 4d. lb. here-a loading
again of 50 per cent, by artificial and
natural protection. Onions in Melbourne
were £8, whilst here they were £12 per
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ton, representing another loading of 50
per cent. The best South Australian
flour was quoted in Adelaide at £10 per
ton, whilst here the price was £212 per
ton, representing a loading of 20 per cent.
We have been told, and indeed it has
been demonstrated, that Western Aus-
trala has land admirably suited to the
growth of wheat, land which can produce
almost double the quantity per bushel
that South Australian laud yields. More-
over, it has been demonstrated by tests
made at the Paris exhibition and other
exhibitions that our flour more than holds
its own against South Australian flour,
and that it is, indeed, one of the best
flours, grown In Australia. We have
suitable soil, and almost double the pro-
duction per acre, and yet farmers wish to
retain. this difference in the prices,

Ma. MO0RAN: There is a, good deal of
difference in the cost of labour.

MR, PURKISS: That maw be so.
This 50 per cent. loading, forsootli, is not
eungh, and the farmers want more, and
they have got more within the last week
or two. 1 wondier thatther-ehas not beeni
a revolution on the goldields. We have
had it stated with a flourish of trumpets
on the floor of the House and in the
puablic Press that the railway rates oin
agricultural produce to the goldfields
have been reduced within the last few
weeks. Hlow have these rates been
reduced?" They have been reduced only
in respect Of agricultural products grown
in this State. The old rates have been
maintaiued in respect of all articles-
butter, potatoes, bacon, ham onlions,
flour-, and so forth- mentioned in the
motion of the member for Kanowna.

How. F. H. PIEssE: It does not cost
more to carry a ton of im por-ted flour
than to carry a ton of West Australian
flour.

MRt. HOPKINS: What about the other
products, thoughP

MR. PJIRKLSS : T challenge contra-
diction from the Government. I say
that the old rates, which were raised
some time ago, have lately been reduced,
but only in respect of home-grown
articles. What does that mean ? ft
mneans that by the differential rate an
internal tax of over 50 per cent. is being
raised on the articles I have mentioned.
And yet that is not enough: the price of
the imported article must be raised by

retaining the increased railway rates.
Consequently the price of the home-grown
article is raised to the level of the foreign
article, plus the 50 per cent. duty and
the higher railway rate. I amn not sorry
that this has happened, because I am
informed that the matter has received
the attention of the Federal Parliament,
and that it is likely to lead to an early
constitution of the Interstate Commis-
sion. The: fundamental principle under-
lying federalion is inter-State freetrade,
that every State shall be put on the same
footing. The only concession made wats
that granted to Weste.rn A ustralha, which
was given the right to retain its inter-
State duties. While the Comnmonwvealth
Act gave us the right to retain the sliding
scale for five years in a greater or lesser
degree, it gave us no right to impose, and
it was never contemplated for a moment
that we would impose, initernal taxes by
means of differential railway rates, so
fart her hanicappingini er- State prod ucts.
As I say, the very principle unadering
federation was that there was to be a
free interchange, and that no duties
should be levied by one State against
another, the only exception being the
case of Western Australia to the extent
of retaining the food duties so far as the
sliding scale permits, but not one inch
farther. And if anything wiUl bring
about the speedy formation and constitul-
tion of that Interstate Commission, it,
will be this; because this is a flagrant
abuse of the underlying principle upon
which all those colonies entered into
federation. So I am not sorry on account
of this differential rate, because it will
bring abouft this Interstate Commission,
whose power will ramnify very much
farthier than to the food duties. It will
ramify to the timber and coal industries,
and it will be found that there has been
levied in this State something in addition
to what I call an internal tax. I pray
in aid one of the highest. authorities in
this country to show that as far as pro-
tection is concerned, no prote(:tion is
afforded tcj the home growers here by
these duties. I will introduce to the
members of the House one of the high-
est authorities, one well versed and ex-
perienced in agricultural enterprise in
this State, one who has had a practical
experiprncc of it. one whose opinion is of
g(reat weight in the House. I will relbr
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you to the words he uttered, and this
was the language given tongue to, on the
5th August last, by the member for Nor-
tham (Hon. G. Throssell), whose remarks
are to be found at page 341 of Hanaard.
It is a verbatim extract from his speech
on the Address-in-Reply:

I am quite willing to concede the contention
of the member for West Perth, wrhen he says
a portion of the revenue derived from this
source (food duties) is not protective revenue.
I ame quite willing, if we can afford it, to give
up the huge butter duty, eheesq duty, tinned
milk duty, and various other duties that are
of no positive help to the farmer... .. ..
I will not have it said we are maintaining the
sliding scale solely in the interests of the pro-
ducer. We are not doing that, and we must
be candid about it. The producers ca afford
to part with those duties.

Those were the deliberate words, uttered
in a deliberate speech on the Address-i,,-1
Reply, by the member for Northamn. He
told us distinctly that' these were not
protective duties, because so far as butter
and all these other things were concerned,
there was really nothing to protect.
Under cover of what some members say
are protective duties, we are told by one
of the highest authorities so far as pro-
duce is concerned-I mean the member
forNortham-that they arenot jprotective,
and cannot be protective in their character
at all. That, at any rate, they have not
brought about that which protection is
supposed to bring about, is obvious. We
have been talking about overtaking the
local demands for a long, long timie, but
we find that the wheat produced for the
season ending 28th February, 1900,
which is the statistical period, was
966,601 bushels, and for the season
ending last February .933,101 ; so that
we actually in the season ending last
February were astern by something like
30,000 bushels compared with two years
ago.

HON. F. H. PIEsss: And we increased
our acreage under crop by nearly 80,000
acres. It was a question of a shorter
crop.

MR. PURKISS: It was a shorter crop,
and we had no drought. This year we
have had adrought.

MR. JACOBY: There is no drought this
year.

Mis. 1'URKISS± In regard to potatoes
we produced 8,378 tons for the year
ending the 28th February, 1900, and for

the year ending 28th February last, 5,665
tons-a deficiency of 8,000 tons in the two
years. These figures are taken from the
last statistical report of the Registrar
General. As to onions, two years ago
we produced for the year ending 28th
February 849 tons, and for the season
ending last year 870 tons; a very little
more. With regard to barley, for the
season two years ago we produced 56,587
bushels, and last year 35,000 bushels,
this being a drop of nearly a. half in two
years.

How. F. H. Pixssn: We produced
158,000 bushels of oats.

MR. PITEKISS: I am not quoting
oats.

HoN. F. H. PiussEn The lion. member
does not understand farming. That is
the trouble.

Ma. FURKISS: Taking all other
root crops two years ago, we produced
1,000 tons, and last year ending 28th
February, 403 tons. Yet we talk about
protection. I think that is surely suffi-
cient to satisfy the House it is nonsense,
especially in view of the utterances given
expression to by the member for Northam.
TheTreasurer says be has used the pruning
knife and has got down to the bed-rock
of economy, and cannot do with less than
£8,700,000 a year. It is simply appalling
I think that any Treasurer or any Gov-
ernment should give utterance to such an
expression as that. He told us that in
going through the Estimates for the year
ending 30th June next he has used every
economy, and cannot possibly do without
this poor £70,000 sought to be taken off
this year in the event of the motion of the
member for Kanowna (Mr. Hastie) being
carried. I think the Ministry ought to be
ashiamed of themselves if they think that a
p~opulation of 200,000 people cannot be
governed with a less revenue than
£C3700,000, Our revenue is far and
away in advance of the revenue of South
Australia. Look at New Zealand: last
year she barely reached a revenue of
£C6,000,000. She has a population of
850,000 people; she has public wvorks of
every description to Carry on; she is
embarking in new works of every descrip-
tion; she has to pay an immense sum for
interest on loans; she spends X600,000
a year in education; during the last 18
months she spent in addlition to her
ordinary expenditure £302,000 in res-
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pect of Contingents; she reduced the
postage on letters, so that in INew
Zealand you can send a letter for
a penny to any part of the world so
long as it is in the postal union ; and
she reduced the price of telegrams
to sixpence for ten words, and in nine
centres telegraph offices axeopen night and
day; she reduced her freights and her
taxation; and yet she came through the
financial year ending the 31st March
with at surplus of something like
£1 70,000. which she carried to the Public
Works fund. Notwithstanding the
enormous interest she has to pay, the
immense service she has to carry on, and
the loss supposed to arise from the
reduction of the cost of telegrams and in
connection with the post-office, she is
able to govern a colony always wanting
something, always opening up new works,
and was able to have a surplus of over
£2100,000; yet we are told by' our
Treasurer that he cannot possibly afford
to cut down this huge revenue by a
penny; that he has sat down and devised
every means, and be calls upon us for
suggestions. If he wants suggestions,
we can make them by motions, and we
will do so; and I hope, if I have the
honour of tabling a motion of that kind,
I shall have the support of the House.

MR. MoRAN: He dues not need any
more revenue. The House could cut
him down another million, if it liked.

MR. PURKISS: When they are
forced to cut down, they can do so. He
tells you he cannot cut down to the
small extent of X70,000 revenue. He
says he has had to cut down and will
have to cut down his revenue on account
of the sliding scale coming into force
during part of the financial year. So
when he has to do it he can do it. We
have beard this story about want of
revenue from the time the suggestion
was made that we should enter the Com-
monwealth. At that joint committee of
the two Houses which took evidence as
to the advisability of joining the Com-
monwealth or not, we had the old parrot
cry, " We cannot do without the revenue."~
We have had that from first to last.
The House is asked by this motion simply
to reduce the revenue by X70,000 in
respect of these food duties. Next year
on these very same items the ioss nf
revenue, if the motion is carried, will

amount to £100,000. Since this parrot
4 ry first started about three years ago
about the loss of revenue, we have
initiated this tax upon profits on the part
of the goldfields. We have actually
increased taxation; and so we go on. It
is just like the ease of a man who has an
income of £600 a year. If you ask him
to retrench, he will say " IHow can I?
Look at what T have to spend; I have to
spend so and so." If you give him
£65,000 a year, and say "Don't, you think
you can live on less?" he replies, "Oh
no! took at the carriage, the groom, the
stable boy." Give the same man X10,000
a year, he will spend it. He will tell you
that he cannot save. Give this Govern-
nient four millions this year, and they
will tell us the same thing. I submit
without fear of contradiction that our
revenue is the highest in the world, being
£18 per head. It is no use saying it
includes the railway revenue. When we
talk. about revenue, we contrast it with
that of other States which also takes in
railways. If you knock off the railways
and come down to customs duties and
other duties outside the railways, you
will find the difference upon the ordinary
articles of consumption, whether by way
of food or something to put on our backs,
is enormous. And I say it has never
been contradicted that if you eliminate
the railway receipts altogether from our
revenue, then our revenue is the highest
known of any nation, civilised or
uncivilised; if you include that revenue,
it is, I say, the highest earned or the
highest amount obtained from the
pockets of the people of any civilised or
any uncivilised country in the world.
And these chickens will come home to
roost. If we a-e going to show the
prosperity of the country by this
enormous revenue, if an enormous
revenue is a safe and sure guide of the
prosperity* of the country, how is it that
the 3k per cent. stocks of Western
Australia stand lowest in the Stock
Exchange to-day, and they have been
lowest for months and months ?

MR. MoRAYN: The present Government
brought them down with a bang.

MR. PUJRKISS: I say the English
people know that the revenue cannot
possibly keep up; but our expenditure
will keep up, and when the tide turns we
shall meet with trouble, and down will go
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our credit in the face of these enormous
figures. The English people know that
we cannot keep this up. They look to
our commitments, and consequently our
stocks are low; and I think that the
present Government, when they attempt to
go upon the market for a loan of some-
thing like a million, will find much diffi-
culty in obtaing i t.

MUMBER: They have not their Bill
yet.

Mn. PURKISS:- They have not the
Bill yet, but they will find the greatest
difficulty in getting the loan. We still
hear this parrot cry. A portion of the
Press-the West Australian and the
opponents of any reduction-prated in
1899 of how we could not afford to losie
£100,000 of revenue on those items, or
could not afford to lose £9250,000 if we
threw away the whole sliding scale,
though our revenue for 1898-99 was
£2,500,000. In 1899-1900 the same parrot
cry was raised, that we could not afford
to lose the revenue. Our revenue had
then increased to £22,800,000. During the
Year 1900-1901 the same cry was heard
in this House and in the Press. Our
revenue had then increased to £3,078,000.
The same cry was heard during last year,
1901 - 1902, when our revenue was
£R3,700,000. So that we could not afford to
part with £270,000 when our r.,,venue was
£.2,500,000, nor the next year when it was
£2,800,000, nor in the following year
when it was £23,078,000, nor, we are told,
can we afford to lose it now. And if our
revenue two yettrs hence happens to be
£5,000,000, we shall hear the same cry:
"Oh, no; we cannot part with £70,000."

It is like the case I quoted of the mnan
with an income of £500, who cannot save
a penny; and it is the sa-me with a £5,000
man - give them the money and they
will spend it. That follows as night
follows day. Anud the Government cannot
see and will not see, Now is the time,
when they claim to be enjoying a period
of prosperity. I say it is a false pros-
perity, because prosperity is gauged by
the price of our stocks. If we are so
prosperous, while our goldfields industry is
increasing, while agriculturists claim that
production is increasing and overtaking
the demanid, why is it that everything is
going on so nicely and we are so pro-
sperous, and vet our 341 per cents. are
lower and have been lower for months

1 than the 34 per cents. of any other
Icolony ?

Mn. M onAN -± Three per cent. lower.
MR. ILLINGwORTH : Because our credi-

Itors know we shall require another loan

dirl. :KS Why is it that the

New Zealand three per cenits. are five pr
cent. above the quotations for similar
Western Australian stock ? As far as the
alleged compactis concerned, it is a shamn
and a delusion. If there were a compact,
it was faithlessly kept; it was not kept
at all. And I know that those who ad-
vocated and talked most loudly of it were
the men at the head of our agricultural
districts, with whose inhbabitants the
compact was alleged to he made ; and
those leaders, on the public platforms,
denounced that compact, denouncod our
entering into Federation, and presumably

Ivoted themselves and led their supporters
to vote no instead of Yes. The member
for the Williams (Hon. F. HI. Piesse)
may laugh. No doubt he is prepared to
say there was a compact. As far as he
was concerned, the compact was made
with him as leader of the Williams dis-
trict. How was it kept? It was kept by
the hon. memuber denouncing Federation
from the platform, and advising his con-
stituents to stand out; and he got only
213 to vote yes, while 749 voted no. So
with the mneiber for Beverley (Mr.
Harper),who will probably say something.
I do not know whether lhe will say any-
thing of this compact; but I think it is
dead and buried, or ought to be. At any
rate, if the compact was wade with his
district, he is the leader of the people,
and how did he keep the compacte By
trying to induce all the electors in his
district to vote against the entry into

iFederation; and only 86 voted yes, while
415 voted no. And yet we hear about a

Icompact! [MR. MONGOER:- What about
York P] It was the same with York.

IThe hon. member spoke against Federa-
tion, and he intends to vote against this
motion to-night. [Mn. MONGER: Cer-
tainly.] And probably he will be one of
those to say there was a sacred compact.
The thing is absurd. What is this com-
pact? Are we to retain these duties on
account of protection? The leader of the
agricultural party and the leader of the
House hare said they are no protection
at all. Then there is the third ground,
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that we cannot part with the revenue.I think it is a disgrace to the House if
members vote against the motion and say
we cannot part with the revenue. I say
we ought to be ashamed of ourselves, in
the face of a revenue of something like
£3,700,000, if we cannot see our way
to reduce the food duties in respect of
these few items.

MR. P. STONE (Greenough): I do
not see how we can afford the loss of
revenue likely to be incurred by wiping
out straight away this sliding scale, On
the 8th October next1 20 per cent.
will be wiped out, which will mnean a loss
of something like.£100,000 a year.

MR. HOPKIms: No; £54,000, accord-
ing to the Treasurer.

MR. MORN.w No; £084,000.
Mn. HOPKINS: Pardon me; there is

£80,000 for spirits.
Mn. STONE: I take it roughly at

£100,000; and I do not see how the
Government can carry out their present
engagements if the sliding scale be so
suddenly wiped out. They have to pro-
vide for their obligations as to interest
and sinking fund, and these must always
lbe provided for. It will not do to borrow
money to pay interest and sinking fund
from time to time; so I shall oppose the
motion.

Mit. J. M. HOPKINS (Boulder):. It
seenis to me that the Treasurer altogether
resents private members making any incur-
sion on the revenue of the country; and at
the same time the Treasurer does not
acknowledge that the revenue is too high,
nor does he make any attempt to bring
about a remission of the duties which
many of us believe to be heavy, and to
be pressing very hardly on a large
section of the community. Now, if the
Treasurer will not do -this, it must
devolve on someone else to do it; and
what are members of Parliament here for
if in the representation of their con-
stituencies they do not bring a, matter of
such importance before Parliment when
the opportunity offers ? I have no desire
to debate this mnatter as a party question.
I hope members will deal with it indi-
vidually; and for that purpose, before I
sit down, I will suggest a method where-
by fuler and more definite infornation
will be placed at. the disposal of the
House, in order that we mnav deal with.
this matter at least intelligibly. We have

a vast increase of population, and neces-
saitly with that increase we have an
increase of revenue. I think the mem-
ber for Northam (Hon. G. Throssell),
when he held the office of Treasurer,
intimated that the sliding scale re-
presented something like a quarter of
a million. I think the member for the
Williams (Hon. F. H.L Piesse) repeated
that statement in: the House. Now we
find, taking the first eight months of this
year as an average to work on, that the
Treasurer will not have a quarter of a
million but £273,000 ; and if we
deduct from that one-fifth, 20 per cent.,
that will leave £218,400; so that
instead of a loss of £100,000 under the
sliding scale, as estimated hr the member
for Greenough (Mr. Stone), we shall
have a loss of only £31,600; or in other
words £31,600 less than the original
quarter of a million estimated last year
I understand there is a loss on spirits, but
that has nothing to do with the sliding
scale. It is a question altogether apart
from the sliding scale, and it is estimated
at £30,000 bly the Treasurer. In speak-
ing about the sliding scale, I do not
presumne to speak about two sides of the
questioni at once. In addition to that,
what about the large increase of revenue
we receive fromn the 121. per cent. increase
in duties on machinery, and what about
the other duties which t he Commonwealth
Parliament have imposed P What about
the revenue this country is going to
collect on these duties P Seeing that we
have an excess of revenue for the past two
months of £90,000 above the expenditure,
we can multiply that by six and it gives
us a, surplus for the 12 months of
£540,000 sterling.

MR. ILLTNGW41RTMF: The next two
months will swallow up the surplus.

MRa HOPKINS: The bon. member is
not Treasurer now, 01 those little idiosyn-
oracles stoppd when he left the Treasury
'bench. Te Treasurer said that food
is dear- That is correct ; the dearness is
like the dust on the Eastern Goldfields,
it is always with us; but that is not so mn
the Eastern States. It is true that in the
Eastern States food is dear because of the
exceptional drought which lies struck the
biggest part of Eastern Australia, and we
have an abnormal condition of things
existing there to-day which is not likely
to exist for ever) and I hope it wiDJ not
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come again in the history of Australia for
a long time. This abnormal condition
existing in the Eastern States I s no
justification for -us to maintain the con-
ditions which exist here. The member for
Kanowna. is to be congratulated in bring-
ing forward this motion, and I wish to
say that my sincere hope is that this
matter will be discussed purely in the
interests of the country, but not
any one -particular section of it. I do
not think the Treasurer is particularly
interested in the retention of these
duties. The time will come when the
people of Western Australia, must acknow-
ledge that the burden of taxation is
excessive, altogether without precedent
in Australia, and probably altogether
without precedent throughout the whole
of the British dominions. If it is not so
I shall wove for a return as to what the
result is here as compared with other
British possessions. I think the time
has arrived when we should practise some
little self-denial in this country, some
little self-restraint, which is a valuable
thing, hut it is a commodity whic~h
appears to have been lost sight of by, the
Government of this country for soe
years past. We have a right to know
how these duties have affected production.
1 am just as deeply interested in that
part of the question as the member far
the Williams is. We have also a right
to know what has been produced in some
of the years whic-h have gone by, and
what is produced to-day; and for the
purpose of enabling the House to arrive
at a basis on which to werk, I amt going
to submit an amendment to the proposal
which has been brought forward by the
member for Kanowia, and I think it will
meet with the requirements of both sides
of the House. My amendment is:

That all the words after "H 1ouse " in the
second line be struck out, andi the following
inserted in lien: "Certain inter-State duties
on articles of food levied under the sliding
scale should be modified or repealed, and for
the purpose of enabling the House more
correctly to determine the extent of mnodifica-
tion or repeal desirable there be laid on the
table a tabulated statement showing: (I.) All
foodstuffs which are now subject to inter-State
duty. (2.) The amount of duty collected on
such foodstuffs (imported from the other
States) for the years 189, 1899, 1900,' 1Q01.
(3.) The estimated revenue (under the sliding
scale) front such imports individually for the
years 1902, 1903, 1904, 1905 and 1906. (i.) The

amount chargeable as inter-State duty after
eachb reiduction of 20 per cent. (5.) The
method proposed to be adopted for collecting
the smell fractions which the sliding scale
will entail. (6.) The estimated revenue on all
imports under the sliding scale for the years
1902, 1908, 1904, 1905, 1906. (7.) A tabulated
return showing the revenue per bead of the
population for the years 1596, 1597, 1898, 1899,
1900 and 1901 of the separate Australian
States and New Zealand. (8.) The estimated
amount of customs duties over and above
Federal expenditure. That on the return
being tabled the House will, on the Wednesday
next following, resolve itself into a committee
of the whole for the purpose of considering
same.

Ma. ILLINOWOETH: That will take
three months.

Mn. HOPKINS: IfU the information
cannot be supplied inside three months,
that does not say much for the book-
keeping of the Government or of the Cus-
toms Department. I will illustrate the
items just for a moment. With regard
to the item of cheese, there was £27,665
collected in duty for the year 1900; of
that amiount £6,064 was collected on the.
New Zealand product, and for that reason,
as far as that item is concernedl, it may
as well be eliminated from the motion
altogether, because in that trade, more
particularly in regard to Victoria and
New South Wales, no cheese will be
cowing from either of those States to
Western Australia for sonic time. The
whjole of the cheese which is being con-
sumed in this country, with the exception
of that produced in this country, is coming
at the present time from New Zealand ;
and we find that this country in 1897
produced S1ltbs. of cheese. I suggest
that we do not tahe the dut-ir off cheese
so far as its application to the Eastern
States is concerned under the sliding
scale. We produced 6121hs. of cheese in
1897, and in 1899 we produced 3321hs.,
while in 1900 we produced 346. Three
years later we shallI not have the power to
remove the duty imposed by the Federal
Parliament. The cheese which we are
using in this coun try is coming from New
Zealand, and those gentlemen in the
House who are traders know perfectly
well that what I say is correct. There is
another item, butter. We produced
27,OO0lbs. of butter in 1897, and in
1900 the return was 290,OO0lhs., an in-
crease of 20,000 between the years 1896-7
and 1899-1900.
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MR. MORAN: The question of duty
does not affect that.

MR. HOPKINS: What I want to
illustrate is, if the duty is any good to the
farmers or the persons who are producing
the commodity, the amount produced
would have been increased; but the
amount has not been increased, and where
there has been an increase it has been
infinitesimal-on the one item, butter,
only 20,OO0lbs., and in regard to cheese
we only produced half the amount we
produced in 1897. With regard to
hams and bacon, in 1897 we produced
237,OO0lbs4., andin 1900.299,OO0lbs. That
increase does not warrant our retaining
any duty wbatever. With regard to
potatoes, the position is even worse; for
in 1897 our farmers produced 4,270 tons
of potatoes. and in 1900 only 4,836 tons.
What has the duty done in the case of'-
potatoes to aid production in these four
years ?

HON. F. H. PIEssE: What was the
production in 1901 ?

N. HOPKINS: For 1901 the figures
are 5,665 tons. The hon. member asked
me for that information, and I have been
forced to give it, and it discloses an
increase of 1,000 tons of potatoes. But
what does that increase represent? The
product of 100 acres of good land. That
is the increase achieved in four years.

MEMBER: You just try to produce
1,000 tons of potatoes from 100 acres of
land!

MR. HOPKINS: If we have good
potato country here it can be done, as it
has been done in other parts of Australia.
In 1897, the production of onions was
152 tons, and now it is 190 tons per year.
That is a marvellous increase, is it not,
and goes a long way to show how these
duties aid in production? The member
for the Williams champions the retention
of the duty on flour and wheat.

HoN. F. H. PLEasE: I champion the
retention of the duty on all these things.

.MI. HOPKINS: In the case of flour
and wheat, the bon. member stands on
firmer ground ; for it does appear that
under the operation of the sliding scale
the production of flour and wheat has
experienced some stimulus. On the other
band , it should be borne in mind that
although in 1897 Western Australia
produced 8,000 tons of flour, it produces
only 15,000 to-day, which, alowing for

thelarge increase in our population and the
large area of land which, according to
the member for the Williams, has been
cleared and laid under crop, is not a very
satisfactory increase.

HoN. F. H. Pxxssu: The consumption
of the whole country is only 19,000
tons.

MR. HOPKINS: Well, the annual
production shows an increase of 7,000
tons. The amount of duty collected for
the year 1900 on the articles specified by
the member for Kanowna totalled
X108,790. It is reasonable that one
should deduct from this amount £6,000
on account of duty on New Zealand
cheese, and £3,000 odd on New Zealand
butter. However. I am prepared to
write off £18,000, and so bring down the
total to .£90.000. Let me take the item
of eggs. The bulk of the eggs imported.
into this State come from New South
Wales, Victoria, and South Australia.
Eggs constitute an item which the mem-
ber for Kanowna, might well have included
in his motion.

MR. HASTIE: Eggs are there.
Mu. HOPKINS: On preserved meats

£6,883 duty was paid, and I consider the
item might well be included in the motion.
One item in connection with whichi I do
earnestly appeal to the House for the
removal of the duty, with every show of
reason, is preserved milk. On preserved
milk £11,000 was collected during the
year 1900, whilst during 1899 £28,000
was collected. [Several interjections.]
Those amounts, I say, were collected on
milk imported from the Eastern States.
I malte the statement on the authority of
the Collector of Customs. My figures
are quoted from a return supplied to the
select committee on the cheapening of
food supply, which sat during the last
session of Parliament and of which I was
a member. The return is at the disposal
of every bon, member. The figures in
every instance are absolutely correct,
except that, as I explained at the outset,
I omit odd hundreds. Anyone with a
knowledge of the condition;s of life on
the Eastern Goldfields-I shall not speak
for the residents of coastal and metro-
politan districts, because those residents
have numerous champions in the House-
will admit that the cost of living bears
excessively on those goldfields residents
who are blest with large families. People
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with young children, I do not hesitate to
say, are frequently compelled to curtail
the supply of milki food to the childken
because of the excessive cost of condensed
milk. If there is one item which the
House should willingly remove the duty
from, it is surely the food of infants. If
hon. members hold that the return for
which T ask is not procurable, I shall not
press my amendment; but I do maintain
that we should not he expected to deal
with such a question as the abolition or
retention of the sliding scale, wholly or
in part, unless the fullest information is
placed at our disposa[. To my mind, it
is altogether unreasonable and unfair to
leave hon. menmbers t~o ferret out, under
the difficulties which exist, a mass of
statistical information. That information
should be laid on the table of the House
for the benefit of bon. members generally
when at problem of such importance is to
be discussed. The Colonial Secretary
may smile. No doubt fie says to himself,
"What do you take us for?" However,
if certain members of the House regard
the subject as a huge joke, nevertheless a
large proportion of the population does
not regard it in anything like the same
light. The matter is one of the utmost
seriousness - [THE OLONIAL SECRE-
TARY: Certainly] -and one which might
well engage the attention of the House.
My reason for taking exception to the
paucity of the items embodied in the
motion is that such a large number of
items come under the head of foodstuffs.
I had the whole of the items tabulated in
the report of the select committee on food
supply which was presented to this House
last year. That report shows that in 1899
the amount of duty collected on food-
stuffs totalled £174,000.

MR. MOR9AN: Intercolonial. foodstuffs?
MR. HOPKINS: Yes. The total for

the following year was Z189,000. I give
these amnounts to show that if the whole
of the food duties were repealed, we should
be practically parting with a revenue of
£189,000, according to the returns for
1900; but, as we know, there has been an
increase in the population, and so it may
be maintained that we shall lose even
more than £189,000. Still, we have a
compensationforthatsupposed orapparent
loss in the increased population, and also
in the heavy duties imposed by the Federal
Government on other commodities.

AR. HIonAix: What about the diver-
sion of trade?

MR. HOPKINS: To,a free-trader the
diversion of trade, no doubt, must appeal;
but the fact remains, nevertheless, that
the revenue which the country is deriving
from its customs at the present Lime
must be far in excess of that which it
derived in years gone by under the
Customs Act which controlled duties
before Western Australia entered the
Federation. I do not want to take up
any more of the time of the House, but
if it is the wish of members that the
amendment shall be moved, I will move
it. If, however, the matter can be better
discussed without the amendment, I have
no desire to press it. My only object
was to have information placed at the
disposal of the House which would enable
not only one or two who choose to delve
into the question, but every member to
see at a glance what amount of revenue
he was forsaking, and to know also
whether the increased duties would be
adequate to compensate us in this year
for the amount we were foregoing. I
offer again my congratulations to the
member for Kaniowna, for having brought
forward the motion.

THE COLONA SECRETARY: Move for
the return, whether or no.

MR. HOPKINS: I will withdraw my
motion, and when the House meets to-
morrow I will move for the return in ques-
tion. And if the motion is not defeated,
and I hope it will not, we shall be
able to take into consideration some items
which do not come under the motion of
the member for Kanowna.

How. F. H1. PflESSE: I move that the
debate be adjourned.

Motion (adjournment) put and passed.

ADJOURNMENT.
The.House adjourned at two minutes

past 11 o'clock, until the next day.


